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From the Chairman

by Ian Payn

Steering the EBU

click
link

W

elcome to the February edition of English
Bridge. You will find all your favourite
regular columns inside (I always turn to
David Bird first) as well as the usual supplements
online.
This is my first appearance in this slot as
Chairman, and probably my last for a while. No, no,
I’m not stepping down prematurely: your editor
and I have decided that henceforth this page would
be better used to allow my colleagues on the board
to talk about the tasks they perform, the strategy for
their areas of responsibility, and their vision for the
future of the EBU. So, from the April issue onwards,
you can ‘Meet the Board’. I hope you’ll find that
they’re all human – regular members of the bridge
community – but they beaver away (unpaid) trying
to make the world of English bridge better for you,
for themselves and for the future. My predecessor,
Jeremy Dhondy, used the space to let you know
what was going on. The magazine will continue to
do that, of course, but not in this column – at least
not until ‘Meet the Board’ has run its course – so
keep an eye out for EBU News elsewhere.
Speaking of Jeremy, although he has been
thanked in public and was indeed presented with a
Gold Award at the AGM after he stepped down
(which, happily, we’d managed to keep secret and so
came as a complete surprise to him), I’d like to offer
my personal gratitude, as well. I have worked with
two Chairmen, Jeremy and Sally Bugden. Both
worked incredibly hard – initially I thought Jeremy
would take it a bit easier than Sally, but I was
completely wrong. The last six years saw him throw
himself wholeheartedly into the job, and there has
been no aspect of the EBU about which he
www.ebu.co.uk

was not fully versed. Before finally folding up his
tent he is continuing in some roles, including sitting
on the Editorial Board. If, therefore, the preceding
sentences (low-key when I wrote them) include
words like ‘magnificent’ and ‘unparalleled’, that’s a
certain member of the Editorial Board at work…
The other thing Jeremy did was play a large
amount of bridge. Seemingly not a weekend passed
without a picture on the website of his receiving a
trophy at some congress or other, or, perhaps more
likely, presenting one. I am, I’m afraid, less prolific,
although hardly the Invisible Man. By the time you
read this, in 2020 I’ll have played in a county event
(with another one on the near horizon) and a
couple of KO matches with various partners. I am
due to be playing in the Keep Bridge Alive event on
20th February. The organiser, Sam Punch, asked me
if I wanted to be an entry in the auction. I could
think of few ideas more ludicrous than anyone
actually paying good money to play with me, so I
asked someone already in the auction to partner
me. Should you by chance be attending the event,
you might ask either me or Joe Fawcett how much
the other paid to play with them. The answers will
be getting more extravagant as the evening
progresses. How apposite they are is for the person
asking to judge.

Shameless plug department: On the 22nd and
23rd February there is the Lederer Memorial
Trophy, which I have organised for London for
several years. This will be my last time at the helm,
and it’s probably the strongest entry I’ve seen, from
Allfrey to Zia. You can turn up at the RAC in
London and watch live, or follow it on BBO. Details
on the London web site, bridgewebs.com/lmba.
Next issue (as promised): Meet the Board!
February 2020 English Bridge
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ACOLytes - Know the Basics

by Sarah Bell

Bidding After Partner has Overcalled

click
link

O

nce partner has overcalled your side has
found a way into the auction and you have
two key questions to answer: ‘can we make
a game?’ and ‘should we compete the part score
further and, if so, to what level?’. The answers to
both of these questions usually lie in assessing the
degree of your fit, although the total number of
high card points held by your partnership is, of
course, relevant. Once one of your opponents has
opened it is less likely, though possible, that your
side has traditional game values. Many games bid
after an overcall are based on having both
reasonable values and a good fit. This means that it
is important to be able to support partner easily:
just like when you are the only side bidding, telling
partner that you have a fit in their suit is one of the
most important things that you can do in an
auction.
The fact that your partnership might be looking
to compete for a part score or might be looking to
bid game does pose an issue, as does the fact that an
overcall at the one level might prove to have a great
deal less than an opening: you need to have different
bids available to say ‘partner, I am interested in game’
or ‘partner, I am supporting you so that we can
compete but I’m not keen on game unless you have a
good hand’; and ‘partner, we have a great fit but I am
not very strong’. It is the last of these that I’d like to
think about first.
A jump in the suit that partner has overcalled is
not invitational, it is weak with four card support.
You will usually have 4-8 points and always a
minimum four-card support for partner (don’t
forget that partner’s overcall has promised a five
card suit). Sitting South, an example of such an
auction would be:
W
1®

N
1™

E
Pass

S
3™

I have not written about having a bid available
that conveys this meaning when partner opens at
6
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the one level, although many partnerships have
some kit for exactly this. It is, however, very
important to be able to show a weak, well-fitting
hand in competition. It is also useful to show this
hand by jumping because this pre-empts the
opponents: it means that if they want to bid, they
must do so at a high level and they must make this
decision immediately, without much information.
This would also be true if your side had opened and
they had passed, but the fact that your opponents
have expressed interest in the auction by opening
means that it is more likely they’ll want to do some
more bidding.

STRONGER RAISES
What, then, of stronger raises? A single raise still
shows roughly what it always did: three card
support and something resembling 5-9 points. You
now have another option, which you did not have
before: you can bid the opponents’ suit. This shows
at least a good raise to the two-level, so 10+ points
and at least three card support, although (as always)
you can have slightly less in the way of high card
strength if you have good shape, such as a singleton.
This is called an Unassuming Cue Bid. It is very
unlikely that you would ever want to bid the
opponents’ suit naturally: even if you have that suit
you don’t want it to be trumps. This is a much more
useful meaning for the bid.
To summarise, when opponents open and
partner overcalls at the one level you have the
following bids available:
D two of partner’s suit = 5-9 HCP, 3-card support
D two of opponents’ suit = 10+ HCP, 3+-card
support
D three of partner’s suit = 4-8 HCP, 4-card support
You have a similar set of options if partner’s
(non-jump) overcall is at the 2-level; everything is
just a level higher and you should be slightly more
careful about supporting with a five count and
three card support! Michael Byrne looks at this in
more detail on p16.
www.ebu.co.uk

Imagine, sitting South, that the auction starts as
below. What would you bid on each of the
following?

Hand 6. I would not raise at all with this hand,
especially if vulnerable. It’s just too weak and has
no redeeming shape so I’d just pass 1´.

Hand 7. Although this has nine points, not 10, I
W
1t

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
Q 10 6
7532
A4
J 10 5 4

N
1´

E
Pass

Hand 2
´ 9643
™KJ5
t3
®Q9873

S
?

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
862
87
A J 10 6
KQJ7

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
Q864
A3
72
K Q 10 6 5

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
542
Q65
Q987
765

´
™
t
®

Hand 7
743
Q 10 9 8
3
AQJ74

Hand 3
QJ5
AK43
73
J 10 7 5

would bid 2t. Your side suit is great, as is your
shape – a singleton in opponent’s suit is excellent
news. Contrast this to Hand 1, which is a pretty
good hand for a simple raise: this hand is so
much stronger. Your trumps being weak might
even work in your favour as you will be ruffing
diamonds with bad trumps, not wasting top
honours.
r

Bridge for All & ACOLytes
The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ
from Bridge for All teaching materials produced by
EBED, and the author may make some changes
according to personal teaching style. Bridge for All
teaching and practice books can be purchased from
www.bridge-warehouse.co.uk/collections/bridgebooks-and-flippers

Hand 1 is a straightforward raise to 2´. You have
seven points and three card support for partner
so this is the normal bid.

Hand 2 is a clear 3´ bid. Don’t be put off by the fact
that you don’t have your high cards in trumps:
you plan to ruff diamonds in your hand anyway
so that’s no problem. Your singleton in
opponent’s suit is a great holding so you are
putting down a good dummy whether partner
passes or raises this to game.

Hand 3 has three spades and 11 points so it is too
strong for a simple raise. You should make an
unassuming cue bid by bidding 2t. If partner
bids 2´ you can pass now, having shown your
hand: they won’t have enough for game.

Hand 4. You should also make an unassuming cue
bid. Again, don’t be put off by your weak trump
holding: you are in range for the bid so make it.

Hand 5 is too good to bid 3´ so you should make
an unassuming cue bid. I would not then pass 2´
if partner bid it: you are worth another go with
this hand. Game will be easy if partner has ´AK
and ®A, which is only 11 points. If making
another move over 2´ I would bid 3® as this is
more descriptive than 3´.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Basic Cardplay
The Hold-Up Revisited

click
link

L

et’s welcome in an old friend as we immerse
ourselves in winter – that of holding off an
early trick. A reminder that one of the key
issues in the idea of a hold-up play is which of the
defenders is the danger hand and which of them is
the safe hand.
It isn’t always the hand with the long suit who is
the danger hand, mind, as the following deal
illustrates:
South plays 3NT. West leads the ´6
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

K 10 7 6 2
K64
853
QJ

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Q94
873
962
K 10 7 3

AJ8
A 10 9 2
10 7 4
A94

West leads his trusty fourth highest spade to
East’s ´Q and South has to decide whether to take
the ´A or to hold off. Well?
South’s trusty Count and Plan shows him that he
has seven on top (one spade, one heart, four
diamonds and one club). It is obvious that hearts
can be played for extras via the finesse; what should
happen if the finesse should lose?
Possession of the ´J renders the spade suit
immune to attack from the Western quarter – and
that is where the heart finesse is aiming, should it
lose. So here, South is quite in order to grab the ´A,
cross to a diamond and run the ™Q. What could go
wrong? Absolutely nothing. West cannot lead
spades again without conceding a cheap trick, so his
best defence is to switch to clubs. South now has one

8

Try this one. Place yourself as South, declarer, in
3NT against which West leads the t5.

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the t5.

English Bridge February 2020

´
™
t
®

A52
Q63
62
AJ742
N
W

E
S

53
QJ5
AKQJ
8652
N

´
™
t
®

spade, three hearts, four diamonds and one club for
his contract.

´
™
t
®

QJ3
AK2
AJ8
Q 10 9 5

East produces the tQ at trick one – do you win
or do you hold up? Why?
Your essential Count and Plan reveals that you
have six top tricks (one spade, three hearts, one
diamond and one club). You have to set up clubs for
the extras and you have to finesse into East. Taking
the tA and later receiving a diamond lead through
the remaining tJ8 would be most unwelcome.
You can ensure your contract against just about
any adverse distribution by ducking the tQ, as the
full deal shows:

Paul

Count & Plan
www.ebu.co.uk

South plays 3NT. West leads the t5
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

98
J854
K 10 7 5 4
63

A52
Q63
62
AJ742
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

K 10 7 6 4
10 9 7
Q93
K8

QJ3
AK2
AJ8
Q 10 9 5

whether he chooses hearts or spades you are going
to be in trouble.
By playing low from both hands (contributing
the t5 from hand, say) you make East’s card look
encouraging. No mortal West is going to switch
suits, so you can win the diamond continuation and
then play off the diamonds from the top, conceding
the fourth round to West. The thirteenth diamond
in hand is a winner and you have your nine tricks.
Meanwhile, West will be staring in disbelief at the
fact that East discarded at trick two . . . Here’s the
full deal:
South plays 3NT. West leads the t5

The best the defenders can do is to take two
diamonds, a spade and a club if you were to duck
the first two tricks. However, 3NT would fail if you
were to take the first trick as East would gain the
lead with the ®K and fire a lethal diamond return
through the unguarded jack. Curtains.
What about this one? Take the wheel in 3NT
again. Somewhat unexpectedly, West leads the tQ
against 3NT. How would you play the hand?

South plays in
3NT. West leads
the tQ.

´
™
t
®

763
A74
K63
A Q 10 7
N
W

E

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

KJ4
Q93
Q J 10 7
952

763
A74
K63
A Q 10 7
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q 10 9 8 2
KJ62
9
643

A5
10 8 5
A8542
KJ8

East and West have stopped fighting now!

r

Have you got it?
Paul’s quiz is online, p67

S

´
™
t
®

A5
10 8 5
A8542
KJ8

Please recycle
this magazine when you
have finished with it

Your Count and Plan reveals that you have eight
toppers (one spade, one heart, two diamonds and
four clubs). Quite why West has led a diamond
instead of one of your weak major suits can only be
explained by the fact that he has a four-card suit, so
diamonds are breaking 4-1. Where’s the ninth trick
coming from?
This deal represents a tactical duck, rather than a
technical duck. Were you to take the first trick and
play another diamond East would be able to make a
helpful discard, presumably encouraging one of the
major suits. West is then going to switch suits – and
www.ebu.co.uk
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Crocs on Defence

by Stephen Kennedy

Leads against Slam Contracts

click
link

N

ow that we’ve had a look at suit and no
trump contracts, it’s time to cast our net
into the world of slam contracts. But why
the distinction? After all, slams are contracts like any
other, what does it matter if they’re three levels
higher?
It matters because beating a slam only requires
two tricks from the defence. Think about it. Against
3NT, a lead from KJxxx could easily be a winner. If
partner has the queen, you will establish four tricks
in the suit, and they’ll be ready to cash as soon you
gain the lead. But against 6NT, the danger of giving
away a trick to declarer’s queen outweighs the
benefit of establishing the suit, because establishing
four tricks doesn’t help you.
If you ever find yourself on lead against 6NT, you
should choose as passive a lead as possible. Sitting
West, what would you lead from the following?
After 1NT-6NT?
´
™
t
®

Q5
J754
9743
975

W

N

E

Pass

6NT

All Pass

S
1NT

We can rule out a spade, but a heart is far from
safe as well. A lead from a jack is rarely a thing of
beauty but against a slam it is not worth the risk. As
declarer is stacked with points, it could easily allow
declarer to score his ten and could even cost a trick
when partner has a higher honour, like the queen.
As establishing the heart suit won’t help us defeat
the contract, we should go as safe as possible. There
isn’t much to distinguish the minors but diamonds
have the edge. The longer the suit, the less chance it
has of giving a trick away. A diamond is best.
Against 6NT, passive is the way to play, but
against a suit slam there may be more call for an
aggressive lead.
Suit slams are often bid on shape and
distribution, so there’s a greater chance of hitting
10 English Bridge February 2020

partner with an honour. And in a suit contract,
there is always the time sensitive danger of tricks
being thrown away and ruffed. What would you
lead after this auction:
´
™
t
®

K962
J632
A93
52

W

N

E

Pass
4NT1 Pass
Pass
6t
All Pass
1
RKCB, 2 one keycard

S
3t
5t2

Well, our defence is off to a good start. Our tA is
a guaranteed trick, so we only need to establish one
more. What’s the best way of doing that? A simple
way to establish a trick would be to lead a spade,
hoping to find partner with the queen.
But isn’t that dangerous? A spade could give a
trick away when declarer has the ´Q. But do you
think that will matter? Dummy has bid very
strongly. He wouldn’t leap to slam unless he was
confident that he had enough tricks. It wouldn’t
surprise me if he had a large trick source in clubs.
Since we expect declarer to be loaded with tricks
once he knocks out the tA, it doesn’t matter if we
give a trick away on the opening lead, but it does
matter if we fail to establish one. And the easiest way
to do that is to lead a spade, playing partner for the
queen. Here’s what we’re hoping for:
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

K962
J632
A93
52
´
™
t
®

A 10
AK8
52
AKQJ63
´ Q8543
N
™ Q975
W
E
t 10
S
® 974
J7
10 4
KQJ8764
10 8

www.ebu.co.uk

If partner has the ™K, over dummy’s ™A, a heart
lead would be best, but needing partner to have a
queen, rather than a king, is better odds.
It isn’t a bad rule, leading passively against 6NT
and leading aggressively against six of a suit. But it
really does depend on the auction, and some
auctions can be quite revealing. One common way
of bidding to slam is with cue bidding. The idea is
that after agreeing a suit, bidding a new suit shows a
control (an ace or king or singleton or void) and
shows slam interest. This is a good method as it
allows the partnership to find out if one of their
suits is wide open before they reach the five level.
But knowing who has what control can be quite
helpful. Consider this problem:
´
™
t
®

A985
654
843
976

W

N

E

partner has the tK, a diamond lead will always help
because dummy will have the tA. A lead through
dummy’s strength will establish the king, ready for
us to cash once we get in with our ´A. It isn’t a sure
thing, but it’s the best chance of beating the
contract.
r

Have you got it? Try Stephen’s quiz online
page 68 when you’ve finished the article

S
1™
3´1
4NT3
6™

Pass
3™
Pass
Pass
4t2
Pass
Pass
5t
Pass
All Pass
1
showing a spade control with
slam interest, 2 showing a diamond control, 3 Blackwood

So what’s the plan? Like the last problem, we
already have one trick, so we should aim to establish
another. But in which suit?
A spade lead would be foolish. Declarer showed a
spade control with his cue bid. It isn’t the ace, so it’s
probably the king. Leading a spade into declarer’s
king could very well give the entire slam away, and
even if he has a shortage, there isn’t an urgent need
to lead spades.
Leading a diamond also doesn’t look great.
Dummy showed a diamond control with his cue
bid, so it’s unlikely that partner has a good card. I
guess that leaves us with a club.
But wait. Dummy could have bid 4® over 3´, but
he didn’t. That means he doesn’t have a club
control. If that’s the case, declarer would never bid
to slam unless he had a club control. Declarer’s
Blackwood bid shows a club control by inference.
So how does this help us? If the opponent’s have
all the controls, isn’t it just a guess? Not quite. Think
about where the controls are.
If partner has the ®K, it is quite possible that
declarer has ®AQ and a club lead won’t help. But if
www.ebu.co.uk
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I

n each of the following hands you are sitting
South. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give
yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.
´
™
t
®

Hand 1
A65
853
Q 10 4
AQ92

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
K 10 7 2
K63
5
A Q J 10 7

N
W

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

KQ8
Q72
AK5
J 10 6 3

You are in 3NT. West
leads the ™4. East
wins the ™A, and
returns the ™J. Plan
your play.
´
™
t
®

AJ863
752
A8
K54

You are in 4´. West
leads the tK. Plan
your play.

Hand 3
932
9
865
AQ7642

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
10 7 2
K9852
A J 10
KJ

N
W

Hand 1
´ Q J 10 8 7
™Q4
tA63
®J73

Hand 2
´ A 10 9 8 7 4 2
™ A9
tA2
® 10 7

Hand 3
´–
™A632
tAKQ752
®AQ5

W

N

E
1™

S
3®1

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1™

N

E

S
3´

?
1

weak

W
?

W
?

Hand 4
´ K8
™Q42
tKQ765
® 10 7 2

W

N

E

Pass
?

1™

Dble

S
Pass
Pass

Hand 5
´ A K 10
™AJ82
t632
® K73

W
1™
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

W
1t
?

N
1™

E
Dble

S
2™

N
E

W

S

´
™
t
®

E
S

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game N-S?

´
™
t
®

A 10 6 4
AQ3
AQ93
85

You are in 3NT after
East opens 3™. West
leads the ™7 and East
plays the ™K. Plan
your play.

E
S

J5
AQJ4
962
A743

You are in 4™. West
leads the ´A, and you
ruff the third spade
trick. You play trumps
which split
2-2. Plan your play.

David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 42
12 English Bridge February 2020

Hand 6
´ AK82
™53
tJ9863
®A9

Julian Pottage gives the answers
on page 62
www.ebu.co.uk

Sleuth’s Quiz

by Ron Klinger

Counting declarer’s shape

click
link

Y

ou are West, playing teams, vulnerable vs
non vulnerable. South, dealer, opens 1®.

What is your call with the following:
´
™
t
®

AK872
KQ76
J 10 2
7

You have enough strength for a takeout double and
the shortage in clubs is also suitable for a takeout
double. Modern style with these hands and a
respectable 5-card major is to overcall in that suit. If
partner does not support and the auction works out
suitably, you can double for takeout on the next
round. For example, if it began:
W

N

E

1´
Dble

2®

Pass

N

E

Dble
4™

Pass
5®

2™
Dble

S
1®
3®
All Pass

What do you lead?
There is no reason to depart from the normal,
highly attractive A-K suit. You lead the ´A and
this is what you see:
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

AK872
KQ76
J 10 2
7

www.ebu.co.uk

J 10 9 5 3
42
K97
10 9 3
N
W

E
S

What next?
You cannot be sure whether partner began with
´Q6 or South with ´Q4. You want to make sure
of whatever heart tricks your side has and so you
switch to the ™K: two – nine – ten and the ™Q:
four – jack – eight.
The contract is off. Now it is a question of how big
a penalty you can extract. Greed is good (in bridge).

What do you play at trick 4?
This is the full deal, which arose in the final of a
National Teams:
South plays 5® dbld. West leads the ´A
´
™
t
®

S
1®
Pass

In the actual event, West chose to double and it
went:
W

Trick 1 goes ´A – three – six – four.

´
™
t
®

AK872
KQ76
J 10 2
7

J 10 9 5 3
42
K97
10 9 3
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

6
AJ953
Q863
J52

Q4
10 8
A54
AKQ864

After ´A, ™K, ™Q, West foolishly played the ´K and
that was the end of the defence. That won making
+300 for East-West, a loss of 8 IMPs as 4™ was on
for +620 at the other table. South could draw
trumps and pitch a diamond on a spade in dummy.
West should play a low spade at trick 4. It cannot
hurt if East began with ´Q6 and it gives East a ruff
if East’s ´6 was a singleton. The low spade does not
set up dummy’s spades and declarer cannot avoid a
diamond loser later.
There is a strong clue from East that a low spade
is wanted. On the second heart, East played the ™J,
suit-preference for a switch back to spades.
r
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Bridge Fiction

by David Bird

John Hutson’s Trap
he Matron regarded it as her duty to check
the appearance of each boy who arrived at
her table. She looked with some
disappointment at the fifth-former, John Hutson, as
he slumped into the East seat. There was nothing
particular that she felt willing to criticize. How
much better he would look, though, if he paid more
attention to his tie and combing his hair.

T

John Hutson cashed the ®Q at trick two and then
switched to the ™10, giving the impression that he
has no further club to play. The Matron won with
dummy’s ™Q and played three top spades, seeking
her ninth trick there. When the suit broke 4-2, she
sat back in her chair. At least one extra trick would
now be needed from the diamonds. How should she
tackle the suit?

‘Is anything the matter, Matron?’ Hutson
enquired.

A clever idea occurred to the Matron. Since
Hutson had no clubs left, the contract would be a
certainty if she finessed diamonds into the safe East
hand! Even if the finesse lost, the diamond suit
would produce three tricks – enough for the
contract. She glanced across the table, giving her
partner a reassuring smile.

The Matron shook her head resignedly and the
players drew these cards:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ A873
™ Q6
t A J 10 6
® J 10 8
64
´ J 10 9 5
N
J742
™ 10 9 8 3
W
E
852
t Q7
S
K953
® AQ2
´ KQ2
™ AK5
tK943
®764

West
Neil
Phillips

North
Stefan
Götel

East
John
Hutson

Pass
Pass

2®
3NT

Pass
All Pass

South
The
Matron
1NT
2t

The ®3 was led and John Hutson won with the
ace. What were the prospects for the defence? The
lead of a low spot-card promised an honour, so Neil
had led from four clubs to the king. There was space
for a maximum of one more point in his hand,
possibly the ™J. That wouldn’t be much use. It
seemed that he would have to score a trick with the
tQ. Perhaps he could increase his chances in that
regard.
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A diamond to the king was followed by a
diamond to the jack and queen. Hutson took a
further trick with the ´J and paused mischievously
for a second or two. When he then produced the
®2, West scored two tricks in the suit and the game
was two down.
‘You had another club?’ gasped the Matron. ‘Why
on earth didn’t you play it before? I might have had
ten tricks to take, for all you knew.’
‘Sorry, partner, my defence was a bit risky,’ said
Hutson. ‘Still, it ended up OK.’
‘Cholmeley School boys do not use slang terms
such as OK,’ reprimanded the Matron. She looked
across the table for support. ‘You don’t permit such
sloppy Americanisms in German schools, do you?’
Stefan Götel was still thinking about the deal just
played. If West held the ®2, would he not have
played it on the second round? It might then be
essential to tell partner of the five-card suit.
On the penultimate round of the evening’s play,
the fifth-formers took their seats against two senior
masters, Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth. Most of
the boys resigned themselves to poor scores when
they faced such opposition. Phillips and Hutson
regarded the encounter as a challenge to be relished.
www.ebu.co.uk

Bertie Bellis smiled at his partner ‘We’re in
trouble here, Percy,’ he said. ‘These are the boys who
doubled you in Five Diamonds last week.’

‘I needed your ™8,’ Bellis observed. ‘With only
™A1072 in the dummy, Hutson could beat me by
continuing with the ™Q at trick two.’

John Hutson laughed. ‘Not too difficult with the
trumps I held,’ he observed.

Cutforth raised an eyebrow. ‘Is that right?’ he said.

This was the deal before them:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ J65
™ A 10 8 2
t974
®953
7
´ 9842
N
KQ9764
™ –
W
E
J32
t K Q 10 8 6
S
J 10 4
® Q762
´ A K Q 10 3
™ J53
tA5
®AK8

West
John
Hutson
2™
All Pass

North
Percy
Cutforth
Pass

East
Neil
Phillips
Pass

South
Bertie
Bellis
4´

‘I would cover with the ace, ruffed by East,’ Bellis
continued, ‘but there would then be no point in
unblocking the ™J from hand. West would have ™98
against dummy’s ™107. I’m sure a promising player
like young Hutson would have found that defence.’
‘I might have done, Sir,’ Hutson replied. ‘In my
dreams, anyway.’
r

EBU BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Ian Payn became Chairman at the EBU AGM
held on 27 November, and will serve a threeyear term. Gillian Fawcett became EBU ViceChairman. The current elected Board of
Directors is as follows: Ian Payn (Chairman),
Jerry Cope (Treasurer), Rob Lawy, Bev Purvis,
Gillian Fawcett (Vice-Chairman), Anthony
Golding, Ron Millet and Graham Smith.

John Hutson led the king of hearts and down
went the dummy. Bertie Bellis surveyed the dummy
as if it were part of an A-level maths problem. What
would happen if he played dummy’s ™A at trick
one? If West held six hearts for his weak two, the ace
would be ruffed. He could win the diamond return,
draw trumps and play the ™J, but West would then
cut him off from the dummy by holding up the ™Q.
That would be one down, with a trick to be lost in
each suit. ‘Play the two, please,’ said Bertie Bellis.
East discarded a diamond, declarer following
with the ™3. When West continued with the ™7,
Bellis played low from dummy. East ruffed and
declarer unblocked the ™J from his hand.
The contract was now secure. Bertie Bellis won
the tK return, drew trumps in three rounds and
finessed the ™10. He discarded his diamond loser
on the ™A and eventually conceded a trick in clubs,
claiming +620.
‘Well done, Bertie,’ said Cutforth. He surveyed the
score sheet. ‘Several pairs went down in the spade
game.’
www.ebu.co.uk
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Traps for the unwary

by
Byrne
Michael Byrne
by Michael

Raising partner in competition

click
link

T

he last few months we have dwelt on the
auctions where your side has opened the
bidding and the opponents have intervened,
but now we turn our attention to the reverse. This
time we are the competitors, striving to knock the
opponents off balance with a well timed thrust.
One of the key skills to have is the ability to know
when to raise partner in a competitive auction. In
general most less experienced players do not raise
partner enough. As a rule your default position
should be to support partner unless you can see a
strong reason not to.
Let’s look at a few hands you might hold, after a
simple start where the opponents open the bidding
and partner overcalls at the two-level. My friend
Sarah Bell has written about responding to onelevel overcalls on p6. The principles are the same,
but much will be gained from reading both articles.
Sitting South, assume both sides are vulnerable so
that the stakes are a little higher than usual:
Game All. Dealer West.
W
N
E
S
1´
2™
2´
?

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
82
Q93
K J 10 8 4
974

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
A875
10 6 2
6
97632

´
™
t
®

Hand 3
8
K 10 8 3
Q9763
764

´
™
t
®

Hand 4
QJ97
865
KJ9
874

Hand 1 is modest in nature but 3™ is still correct.
You have three reasonable hearts and some
possible tricks in diamonds. If partner has a
singleton diamond then your hand won’t be that
useful but it may still be possible to set up some
winners and reach them with the ™Q, perhaps
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even the ™9 will prove to be a late entry.
The key thing is that, however poor your hand,
you do want hearts as trumps and you would be
happy to push your opponents up to 3´. There
isn’t much danger you will get too high, partner
will normally have two or three spades himself
and won’t be expecting the earth from a gentle
raise. Let’s imagine partner has something like:
Playing in 3™ on a
spade lead will definitely be
better than 2´ on a diamond
lead. In
practice
the
opponents are likely to
compete to 3´ (they do have
23 points between them after all) which you will
have a better chance of defeating.
´
™
t
®

K76
A J 10 8 4 2
3
K62

Hand 2 has fewer high card points, but is still very
useful as a dummy in hearts and 3™ is the right
action. On the expected spade lead partner will be
able to win (perhaps discarding a losing club) and
lead a diamond and take a couple of ruffs in our
hand.
Even if partner does raise 3™ to 4™, I would
expect it to have a chance unless the opponents
were on good form and found a trump lead. Even
then, with partner’s minor suit honours over
West, I would think it still has a fighting chance.
For example, partner might have this hand:

´
™
t
®

–
AK9753
AJ64
K97

´
™
t
®

J
AQJ976
KJ4
QJ2

where he will re-raise himself
to 4™ and make it on most
days of the week;

or he might have this hand
where 3™ will surely be made
unless the ™K is offside and
the defence find a club ruff.

www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3 should bid 4™, not necessarily to make it
but just to up the ante. The trouble with a slower
route of bidding 3™, and then wondering
whether 4™ will be a good save against 3´, is that
you make life too easy for the opponents. By
bidding 4™ you offer them the choice between
playing 4´ or passing out 4™, as they won’t be
able to double with any confidence when your
trumps are so strong. If they do bid 4´ then
partner will be well placed to know what to do –
most of the time he will pass and try to beat it, but
if he is also very shapely he might bid on to 5™,
either as a sacrifice or with the option of making.
He will only double 4´ if he has it beaten in his
own hand, as our raise is pre-emptive and
promises nothing in defence.

Imagine partner’s hand might be similar to one of
these:
´
™
t
®

2
AKJ97
Q93
KJ96

´
™
t
®

8
A Q 10 7 3 2
876
AKJ

´
™
t
®

–
KJ9765
AQ2
K942

then he will compete further over 2´ and all will be
well. But, if he has something like this:
´
™
t
®

K
Q 10 8 6 5 4
Q 10 2
AQJ

´
™
t
®

K3
K Q 10 8 4 2
Q2
K53

Hand 4 is the odd one out. This hand should pass
2´, not because of the bad trumps or poor shape
(although both of those are a factor) but because
it has huge defensive prospects and no playing
strength at all.
Although raising to 3™ will sometimes be right, it
will just lead partner into a trap. For starters your
spade holding can’t possibly be of any use when
partner is marked with shortage. (Occasionally
Acol players might have a 4-3 spade fit for this
sequence when the opener has a strong no trump
type hand, but this is pretty rare in a competitive
auction).
Even if the opponents help you by leading a spade
from an honour the defender in 3rd seat will
probably win and will be well placed to switch to
a club. Your hand lacks entries to try and ruff
anything out even if the hand on lead has led
from Kxx for example.
The biggest danger on this hand (by far) is that
partner will over-compete, thinking that (for
some reason) you actually want hearts as trumps.
If the next hand bids 3´ you will be glowing with
pride at having pushed them up, until you see
with horror partner reach into the bidding box
and bid even more hearts.
The best thing to do on this hand is pass, and if
2´ comes round to your partner he can double
for take out if he does hold a fair hand with (the
expected) spade shortage. Then, when you take
out into 3™, if the opponents bid on to 3´
partner will not expect you to have anything and
will know to defend.
www.ebu.co.uk

Then he will pass out 2´ and that will very much
prove to be your best score.

The Dos and Don’ts of raising partner in
competition
Do

support partner as your default action, it is a
normal part of duplicate bridge to compete
vigorously and not sit there paralysed by the
fear you will go down.

Do

trust partner to make the right judgement
once you have given him the right
information about your hand, if he
doubles for penalties after you have made
a pre-emptive raise then pass.

Don’t raise partner when your hand is entirely
composed of defensive assets. If you can
see it is wrong for your side to play the
hand then leave the competition up to
partner.

Don’t overcall at the two level on balanced
hands! A six card suit or, (if your suit is
hearts) a shapely hand with five and good
playing strength is required, since partner
will be raising you more often.

Have you got it? Try Michael’s quiz online,
page 69 when you’ve finished the article
February 2020 English Bridge
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A February Squeeze . . .

by Andrew Robson

Rectifying the Count

click
link

A
´
™
t
®

KQ
A
–
Q

B
´
™
t
®

KQ
A
–
–

´
™
t
®

AJ
2
–
2

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

2
K
A (led)
3

´
™
t
®

AJ
2
–
–

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

The squeeze is all about pressure; playing the last trump; giving the
hapless opponent an impossible discard. Bearing that in mind, contrast
the endings in diagrams A and B, where South must win three more
tricks:

43
–
–
AK

Although it looks bad for West in A, in fact he will survive. For he has
an ‘idle card’, the queen of clubs, which he can painlessly discard on the
ace of diamonds. He retains both his major suit guards, and the defence
will take two tricks. Not so in (B), a classic squeeze position, in which
West has no answer on the ace of diamonds.
What did you need to do to convert A into B? Answer: you needed to
lose a club earlier. For a squeeze to operate, you need to have one fewer
winner than the number of cards remaining (sometimes referred to as N
minus one, N-1). In B you had two winners and three cards remaining –
perfect; in A you had two winners and four cards – no good. In order to
reach a position whereby you have one fewer winner than the number of
tricks left, you may need to Rectify the Count (lose a trick).

43
–
–
A

2
K
A (led)
–

Declaring 6NT on our featured deal, South counted
11 top tricks on West’s tK lead. A 3-3 heart split
would give him his slam, but South sought better.

Love All. Dealer South
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

8642
10 7
KQJ3
10 8 6

´
™
t
®

N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West

A K 10
532
10 9 8
KQ42
75
J986
642
J973

QJ93
AKQ4
A75
A5

North

East

South
2NT

Pass
6NT1
All Pass
Perhaps a quantitative bid of 4NT would
suffice.
1

www.ebu.co.uk

With only 11 winners and 13 tricks, declarer
needed to rectify the count to reach ‘N-1’. He
therefore ducked the opening lead (key play).
Winning the queen of diamonds, declarer cashed
his four top spades. On the third, East could chuck
his last diamond, but on the fourth? If declarer had
won the first trick, East would have another ‘idle’
diamond, but as it was, he had to discard a heart or
a club. Both would be fatal. Twelve tricks and slam
made.
r

The deal is taken from Andrew Robson’s
Endplay & Squeeze, one of his series of
invaluable Bridge Lessons books. They are
available from the EBU’s
www.bridge-warehouse.co.uk
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by Alan Mould

O

pening leads are often subjective and
virtually any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in
many ways a game of percentages and therefore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads in both teams and pairs from those
proposed by our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the
next issue. In each problem you are on lead as West.

TWO answers - Teams & Pairs
Hand 1
´ 532
™ KQ84
t J4
® J974
South

West

North East
2®1
Pass
2NT2
Pass
6NT
All Pass
1
Acol style. 2 8-12 balanced. You rarely see
this bid these days. It just gets NTs played the
wrong way around.

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K; (c) tJ; (d) ®4

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ 10 8 7 3
™ A K 10 9 6 5
t 74
® 3

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY!
Numbers have fallen. Please take part – you
have a good chance of winning! Sending an
email is easy peasy - but don’t forget two
answers - teams and pairs. lou@ebu.co.uk
A twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is the prize on
offer. For information on Piatnik cards visit
www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/collections/all-cards
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final.

South
1t
Dble

West
2™
Pass

North
Dble
4t

East
3™
All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™A/K; (c) a diamond; (d) ®3

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ 9654
™ 87
t 98742
® J 10

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,
TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
by 29 February 2020.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail

South
West
North East
1®
Pass
1™
Pass
1NT
Pass
2t1
Pass
3t2
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
Game forcing checkback. 2 Natural, less than
three hearts, and less than four spades.

ANSWERS TO DECEMBER’S QUIZ: Page 56

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™8; (c) a diamond; (d) ®J
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Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

FEBRUARY 2020
WEST HANDS

FEBRUARY 2020
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Game All
Dealer West
(N Senior)
2. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Kaplan)
* North bids 1™
3. Game All
Dealer East
(Dikhnova)
4. Game All
Dealer West
(Wolpert)
* South bids 4™
5. E/W Game
Dealer East
(H Dhondy)
6. E/W Game
Dealer West
(Houlberg)

´
™
t
®

AKQ
AQ7
AQ975
K 10

1. Game All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

84
6
AK86
A K J 10 9 7

2. E/W Game
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

J7654
Q97
642
AK

3. Game All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

AKQJ865
–
Q762
10 5

4. Game All
Dealer West

´
™
t
®

Q832
AJ6
653
KQ4

5. E/W Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

J962
AKJ2
AJ4
A 10

6. E/W Game
Dealer West

Did you beat the experts? – Page 46

(H Dhondy)

(Ichilcik)
* North bids 1™

(Gromova)

(Blank)
* South bids 4™

(N Senior)

(Lund Madsen)

´
™
t
®

9764
J
K J 10 6 2
A94

´
™
t
®

Q J 10 9 6 5
AK8
Q3
85

´
™
t
®

A8
AJ854
AJ5
Q65

´
™
t
®

4
Q5
AKJ85
AK983

´
™
t
®

K94
K8543
Q8
AJ7

´
™
t
®

AK543
85
Q 10 8
K64

Did you beat the experts? – Page 46

Bridge with a Twist

by Simon Cochemé

The big screen

click
link

S

creens were first introduced for the World
Championships in 1975. They are now used in
all international events and, in England, for
international trials and the finals of the Gold Cup
and Spring Foursomes. Their purpose is to
eliminate, or at least minimise, the transmission of
deliberate or unintentional illegal information
between partners. Diagonal screens were added
below the table in response to accusations that a
pair of Italians (known as the ‘foot soldiers’) were
tapping each other’s feet.
The way they work is this. A screen, 24 inches
above table height, is placed diagonally across the
table. North and East are ‘screen-mates’ on one side
of the screen, South and West on the other.
The screen has a small two inch high ‘letter box’ gap
in the middle of the bottom, just high enough to
accommodate a tray (more picturesquely known as
a slæde (sledge) in Denmark, and a chariot in
France) on which the bidding cards are placed.
When both screen-mates have made a bid, the tray
is pushed to the other side of the screen, see below.

So what’s it like, playing with screens? In one
word – peaceful. You are not distracted by your
partner’s expression, be it agonised or puzzled, nor
his manner, be it confident or uncertain. He can
dither with his bidding box as much as he likes and
you won’t know it. It’s quiet, too, because there are
no spoken explanations at any of the tables. You
alert your own conventional bids, as well as your
partner’s, to your screen-mate. Explanations are
meant to be written down, but in practice simple
ones are often done by mouthing and sign language.
In the event of a dispute about misexplanation,
written evidence is usually available; it should
match what is on your convention card, and the
explanation should be the same on both sides of the
screen.
There are also fewer problems arising from
hesitations. The normal time for the tray to be
returned to your side of the screen is about 20
seconds. If it is much longer than that (known as
BIT - break in tempo), then you don’t necessarily
know who was thinking, nor what caused the delay.
Your partner and his screen-mate may be explaining
bids to each other, or sharing information on good
restaurants in the neighbourhood.

When the bidding is finished a flap is raised and
the letter box gap grows to eight inches, so that all
four players can see the dummy, and their partner’s
mid-section – dummy and tummy:
www.ebu.co.uk

There is a nice story about the last deal of the day.
Two players passed and pushed the tray through the
screen. It stayed there for a few minutes – definitely
Cont/. . .
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a BIT. The two players lost their patience and called
the Tournament Director. He came and looked at
the other side of the screen. Both partners had long
since left the room; they too had both passed, but
had then forgotten to push the tray back.
Post-mortems at the end of a board are limited;
fist-bumps through the aperture and high-fives
above the screens are frowned upon, and
conversation is difficult. Sticking your head under
the screen is not recommended; a (famous) Polish
player put his head half-way under the screen to
remonstrate vehemently with his partner, who in
turn was using the flap to push the head back again.
And, after all that, they had actually gained IMPs on
the board!
Being cut off from two of the players at the table
can have its amusing side. There are tales of players
leaving the table to visit the toilets and returning to
the wrong table. Many people told me the story
about David Burn, playing in a team of five, who
couldn’t remember who his partner was and,
therefore, which variation of a particular
convention he was meant to be using. At the
Cavendish many years ago, American player Grant
Baze became declarer after what seemed to him to
be a normal auction, but when dummy came down
it had no resemblance to what his partner had
shown in the bidding. He leaned under the aperture
to ask his partner why the hell he had bid that way,
only to discover that his partner and his opponent
were in the wrong seats on the other side of the
screen.
In a Mixed Pairs consolation event at one of the
early European Open Championships, the
Tournament Director was called to a table and
asked why both of his opponents were women, a
fact that had gone unnoticed for more than half of
the event – each side of the screen assumed the
other side had the correct mix of genders. When
asked for an explanation, the two ladies said they
had asked if they could play and the organiser, not
realising they meant play together, had told them
they could.
I like the story of when both pairs were playing a
strong club system. West opened 1® and the tray
was pushed through, whereupon North overcalled
1NT, and alerted it to East as showing four controls.
West bid 2™ and North bid 2´, alerted to East as
balanced. East was getting more and more agitated;
North was making the bids he wanted to make! It
24 English Bridge February 2020

turned out that North was responding to West’s bids
as though they had been made by South!
In the early days screens and wooden trays were
rather crude affairs, often built by DIY enthusiasts.
Heather Dhondy told me about the time the tray
was pushed through rather aggressively and she got
a splinter. She waved her hand in reaction to the
pain. Her screen-mate thought this was a vigorous
alert and enquired as to its meaning. ‘Splinter!’
replied Heather.
And what effect have screens had on cheating?
Significant, I believe. Of course, some pairs have
been accused of cheating in the way they place their
bids or play their cards, but these are despite screens
rather than because of them.
It is possible to build up a rapport with your
screen-mate. Italian super-star Laurenzo Lauria left
the table while his Swedish opponents were having
a long and tortuous relay auction; he asked his
screen-mate to put Pass cards on the tray for him.
On another occasion, when his opponents’ bidding
sequence had clearly gone off the rails, a player
pulled out all his Double cards and put them down
in front of him, playing one each time it was his
turn to bid.
Being too friendly with your screen-mate can
cause problems. When dummy asks to see your
hand, it may seem churlish to refuse, but Gordon
Rainsford tells me that showing your hand to your
opponent, and looking at your opponent’s hand, are
both illegal. Following the rules could have
prevented the following mishap. North-South had
won the auction and East and North (due to be
dummy) were looking at each other’s hands while
they waited for West to lead. After a while it turned
out that North was declarer and it was East who had
to lead. Who gained more in the play from having
seen their screen-mate’s hand, I don’t know.
This was the layout of the trump suit on an
infamous board from the European Championships
in Tenerife in 2005:
tJ8543
t7

t Q 10 6
tAK92

The contract was 6t and there was an ace to lose,
so declarer (South) needed to bring in the trump
suit for no losers. The normal thing to do would be
to play diamonds from the top, making the contract
whenever they broke 2-2, or when the tQ was
www.ebu.co.uk

singleton. North looked at East’s hand and then
spread three fingers of his right hand on his left
wrist. The message was not lost on declarer, who led
the jack of trumps from dummy and ran it.
Massimo Lanzarotti (dummy) and Andrea
Buratti (declarer) were called to appear before a
Disciplinary Committee. The committee found
Buratti’s explanation – ‘diamonds have been
breaking badly all week’ – unsatisfactory and
disqualified them.
On the very few occasions I have played with
screens I found it an enjoyable experience. The only
downside is that you don’t have the auction laid out
in front of you while the tray is the other side of the
screen. You have to retrain your brain to do what it
used to do before bidding boxes were invented –
remember the auction!
My thanks to all the directors and players who
provided the anecdotes. Let us finish with a story I
found on the bridgedailybulletins.nl website, where
all the major championship bulletins are being
archived. This is an extract of Svend Novrup’s
report on a deal from the Denmark-Finland match
in the European Championships in 1993.
After a complicated slam sequence the tray was
pushed through to the South side, where it
remained for several minutes. North and East were
puzzled and wondered what the problem could be.
What was happening was that the Danish South bid
6´ and West asked South if he could have a short
toilet break. South agreed and said he would come
too. While they were there, West asked South about
a couple of bids.

cards, South leaned towards West and asked:
‘Are you squeezed?’
West said ‘No’, and he and South returned their
cards to the board and wrote 12 tricks on their
scorecards. North and East were mystified; little did
they know that they would soon be in the Guinness
Book of Records for participating in the first
Championship deal played in a loo!
r

PREMIER GRAND MASTER
Congratulations to
Alan Nelson, Manchester
on becoming a

Premier Grand Master
the English Bridge Union’s highest rank,
requiring a minimum 1,500 Green Points

CAMROSE FIRST WEEKEND

‘They’re Danish Trelde asking bids.’ explained
South.
‘Oh, I have read about those.’ said the Finn. ‘ So,
North will have two aces and the tK.’
‘Yes, that’s right. And she gave a negative response
to 5NT, so she will have nothing more.’
‘I lead the ™J, will that bother you?’
‘Not at all. You see I hold seven spades to the aceking-queen, a doubleton heart, a singleton
diamond, and three clubs to the ace-king. I discard
a heart on the tK and make 12 tricks if there is not
some squeeze.’
They zipped up and returned to the table, where
North and East were now more than impatient.
West added a pass and the tray was finally pushed
back. After two more fast passes, West led the ™J, the
flap was lifted and, while North was tabling her
www.ebu.co.uk

England had a fantastic start playing in the
Camrose Trophy, the competition between the
teams of the 'home nations' in early January.
The team scored just over 90 VP out of a
possible 100 VP in five matches. Ireland were
second with 66.14 VP. Playing for England
(pictured, left to right) Artur Malinowski, Janet De
Botton, Tom Townsend, Glyn Liggins, Peter
Hasenson (NPC), David Bakhshi & Alex Hydes.
The second and concluding weekend of play
will take place in Belfast from 6-8 March.
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Heather’s Hints

by Heather Dhondy

Clever play

click
link

P

laying pairs, West opens one spade and North
and East pass. What call do you make with
the South cards?
N/S Game. Dealer West
´ 10 9 7
™ Q63
t J92
® QJ85
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

West
1´
Dble
Pass
Dble

J
A 10 9 7 2
AK85
10 4 2

North
Pass
Pass
3™
All Pass

East
Pass
2´
Pass

´
™
t
®

–
Q
J92
QJ8
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

–
10
AK85
10 4

You are down to one trump in each hand so
cannot afford to draw the last trump straight away.
Instead you need to force out the king of clubs now,
while you have trump control. West wins the king
and plays a third club, East following. What now?
South
2™
Pass
Pass

With a five-card major it is nearly always better to
call it rather than begin with a double. Over your
2™, West doubles which is for take-out, but showing
a good hand, North passes and East bids 2´. This is
passed round to North who now competes with 3™,
and passed round to West who doubles, and this
becomes the final contract.
West leads the ace of spades to the seven, six and
jack. The ace of clubs is then cashed, East following
with the three, and a second top spade is ruffed by
you in hand, East contributing the two. You play out
the ace of trumps and another trump taken by West
with the king, East following low, and a third top
spade is played which you ruff. How do you plan the
play?

You have lost four tricks and so need the rest for
your contract. How are you going to tackle the
diamonds?
Start by working out the distribution. The clubs
are three-three, and the spades five-four. You can’t
be certain about who has the remaining jack of
trumps, but you know that West has two or three
diamonds. You could play to drop the doubleton
queen, but West has already shown 19 points and a
balanced hand, and did not open 2NT. East must
hold the tQ, and the odds favour the double finesse
of the queen and ten.
Win the club in dummy and play on diamonds. If
East inserts the ten (or covers the jack with the
queen), you are now able to re-enter dummy with
your last trump, cash the club, and take another
diamond finesse. This was the full deal:

This is where you have got to:
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´
™
t
®

1
LONDON
YEAR END CONGRESS

N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ 10 9 7
™ Q63
tJ92
®QJ85
AKQ43
´ 8652
N
K5
™ J84
W
E
763
t Q 10 4
S
AK6
® 973
´ J
™ A 10 9 7 2
tAK85
® 10 4 2

The winners of the Swiss Pairs in London were
Alex Hydes & Lynton Stock (pictured above) who
won nine out of their 11 matches.

What do you think of West’s final double? 2´ was
making for 110, but not 3´ unless the defence slip
up. Therefore, if 3™ was going one down, it needed
to be doubled for a good score since +100 would
not beat the 110s. This was the gamble that West
took, and given that -140 would have been a poor
pairs result for them anyhow, it seemed a reasonable
one to take. This is one of the big differences
between tactics at pairs and teams (or rubber
bridge) where you would not take that gamble for
fear of doubling them into game.

HEATHER’S HINTS
D Watch the opponents’ count signals to help you
get an idea about the distribution of the hand,
they will usually signal honestly. The reason is
that, especially early on in the play, they will not
be certain who will benefit more from the

The Sunday Mixed Pairs was won by Kevin
Castner & Marusa Gold and the Open Pairs by
Gunnar Hallberg & Phil King (pictured above).
Kevin and Marusa scored over 70% in their first
session and won by over 5% in the end; it was
closer in the Open Pairs with Gunnar and Phil
winning by a little over 1%.
The Swiss Teams on the final day had 86 teams
competing and was won by Black (Andrew Black,
David Gold, Andrew McIntosh & Phil King) who
finished on the same VP score as Brock (Sally
Brock, Gilly Cardiff, Ed Scerri & Barry Myers) but
won the title after the tie-splitting procedures
were applied.

signal – their partner or declarer. It may enable
them to find the winning defence when
declarer has no chance to make the contract.
D Judging part-score competition is important at
pairs, and finding tight doubles, especially
when the opponents are vulnerable, is key to
getting good results. Plus 200 on a part-score
hand is usually a great result, but you need to be
prepared to occasionally concede -730 along
the way!
www.ebu.co.uk

r

The Jack High Swiss Pairs for players with an NGS
grade of Jack or below was won by Virginia
Crouch & Myra Tipping who finished one VP
ahead of Sue Ford & Paul Wiltshire. They are
pictured with Jerry Cope (EBU Treasurer).
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by David Gold

Point-A-Board - not for the faint of heart

click
link

D

espite the time of year, with the Reisinger in
the US in November, and our own National
Point-a-Board Teams in January, the least
well-known form of duplicate scoring has
something of a moment in the sun on both sides of
the Atlantic. Known here as Point-A-Board and in
the US, where it is much more popular, as Board-AMatch, or BAM, the scoring format is considered by
many experts to be the purest form of the game. It
generates some interesting tactical decisions, one of
which turned out to be pretty costly for me in a
recent tournament.
The scoring is straightforward (unlike some of
those decisions). You play a match against another
team and if you outscore your opponents, no matter
by how small a margin, you win the board and score
two points. If your opponents score more than you,
by as little as 10 or as much as 1000 - they score the
two points and you score zero. If the scores are the
same, each pair gets one point for the draw.
I played the board below in the New Tricks
Tournament Series, which was filmed for YouTube. If
you haven’t already seen this excellent video series,
you must. The website is www.newtricksbridge.club
or you can simply search ‘new tricks bridge’ on
YouTube. A little under halfway through the
tournament, the following board came up.
Game All. Dealer North
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

AQ7
A2
A65
AK965

K63
983
Q872
832
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

10 8 5 4 2
6
K93
J 10 7 4
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´
™
t
®

J9
K Q J 10 7 5 4
J 10 4
Q

West

North

East

South

Dennis
Bilde

Marion
Michielsen

David
Gold

Cecilia
Rimstedt

Pass

3™

Pass

4NT

Pass

5t1

Pass

5´2

Pass

5NT3

Pass

6®4

Pass

7™

Pass

7NT

All Pass

One or four key cards, 2 Do you have the
™Q? 3 I have the ™Q and no side suit kings,
4
Shows the ®K and interest in 7™
1

After I bid 7™ Dennis had one of those allimportant decisions. Making 7NT if the opponents
had stopped in 7™ at the other table could well be a
win, representing a much-needed two points.
At teams he would certainly pass, and even at
matchpoints, where the broader field would mean
that 7™ would produce a decent score, he would
probably pass. With Board-A-Match, though, he
saw a chance to grab victory. He knew I must have
the ®Q for my acceptance of the grand slam try
because I had denied both the tK and the ´K with
my 5NT bid. If I had a second club, he would make
7NT if clubs are 3-3 or if the ´K is onside, which
seems like good odds at around 60%, so he decided
to live or die on the hero’s errand and bid 7NT.
After the ™3 lead, dummy went down and he
received the bad news that my ®Q is singleton . His
hopes of the ®J10 dropping are soon dashed and so
he runs all his heart winners and is ultimately
doomed to go one off. Although the contract makes
double dummy on a double squeeze, I have a lot of
sympathy for both his bid, given the scoring format,
and his line of play. At the other table, on this
auction:
W
5NT

N
Pass
Pass

E
3™
7™

S
Pass
All Pass

Zia Mahmood (West) decided not to take the
gamble of converting to 7NT and bagged the two
www.ebu.co.uk

points, leaving the courageous young Dennis the

exciting both to play and to watch. For more

Dane in need of more brave decisions in the boards

information about tactics at board-a-match/point-

to come.

a-board, see my article for this magazine from June

This very exacting form of scoring demands a lot

2013 (https://tinyurl.com/uu8u9jo). There’s also a

of players throughout the competition and the

link on the EBU website, with the details of the

smallest slip will be severely punished. It makes it

National Point-a-Board Teams, held in January. r

HIGHS, LOWS AND STATISTICS

T

he EBU’s Michael Clark has pulled together
great facts and figures showing the amazing
feats some players achieved in 2019.

As with 2018, there was only one pair to manage
a 90%+ card this year – Natasha Romaine and Phil
Thompson, playing at Belper Bridge Club on 25th
January. They couldn't quite top last year's score of
92.50%, but they won't have been too disappointed
with 90.18%.

Natasha and Phil only played 16 boards, which
makes it a little bit easier to score big. The pair with
the highest score who played 20+ boards was Tony
Cherrett & Phil Harris at Caterham Bridge Club on
30th August with a score of 86.25%.
In all, 21 pairs managed to score 80%+ over 20+
boards, so if you were one of the pairs that managed
this – you're in rare company!
How about the biggest NGS improvement for a
pair? Technically, that was a score of +40.36 against
par, but it was a pivot teams and they only played
three boards together, so it probably shouldn't
count. The largest jump for a mature grade in a
normal session was Rachel Calvert & Sarah
Pendarves, who beat par by +34.18 on a bridge
holiday in January.

We don't want to look at the worst scores of the
year (we were all beginners once!), but the biggest
NGS drop of the year by a mature partnership was
-34.05 against par!
The strongest session of the year by Strength of
Field (SOF) didn’t manage to top last year's Open
Trials, although the final of this year's trials may well
do. The strongest EBU sessions (and strongest
overall) were:
1
2
3

Premier League Division 1
European Open Trials, Stage 2
Crockfords Cup Final

66.70
66.12
65.80

4

4 Stars A Final (Summer meeting teams) 65.51

5

National Point-A-Board Teams final

65.11

Outside of national events, by far the strongest
bridge was played in the London Super League,
organised by Nick Sandqvist at the Young Chelsea.
They actually took the top 14 spots, but their
strongest heat was 64.79.
The Super League attracts a lot of very strong
teams, so let's also mention the strongest ‘normal’
club evening which was a smallish teams night at
New Amersham Bridge Club on 30th April. Their
SOF was 61.44.
r

DIARY REMINDER & DEADLINE
Please remember if you would like to receive a free diary with the August issue of English Bridge you
will need to positively opt in. The deadline is 30 June 2020. You can do this online through MyEBU, or
by ringing 01296 317200, or by sending an email to karend@ebu.co.uk
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Acol Unveiled

by Chris Jagger

Weak No Trump System - Responses 2

click
link

L

ast time we considered the two level and four
level responses to 1NT. This time we look at
the three level responses. Traditionally these
bids were single-suited slam tries, but this meaning
is less important with a transfer system. Most
experts use them instead to reveal singletons, in
order to decide whether to play in 3NT, or to seek a
fit elsewhere, usually five of a minor.
Before moving on it is worth pausing to consider
why singletons are so important. Some people
devise methods to cater for weak doubletons, but
there are two important problems with such
methods.
D If you have a weak doubleton that causes 3NT to
fail, often five of the minor will not make either.
D The very act of describing the weak doubletons
mean that defenders will defend better and beat
your contracts more often no matter how
accurate your bidding.
However, when you have a singleton you are that
much more likely to make an alternative contract,
and the usefulness for defence is typically less, not
least because if you are weak in that suit they are
likely to lead it. (The same applies with voids. For
simplicity we shall talk about singletons, but it will
always be the case that the bid may be a void instead
of a singleton.) So, after partner opens 1NT:
2´

Transfer to clubs. Opener bids 2NT without a
fit, and 3® with a fit (we treat this as being
K32 or better, or a decent hand with Q32).
Then:
3t Singleton, may have a four card major
3™ Singleton, may have four spades
3´ Singleton, denies four hearts or four
diamonds
3NT To play
4® Six clubs, slam try without a shortage
4t RKCB for clubs
4NT Natural, invitational to slam, five clubs
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Once a singleton has been shown, opener should
bid higher four card majors, and cannot pass a non
game bid, though responder can pass four of a
minor. This last part is an important part of
shortage systems, that if you decide you cannot
make 3NT, you don’t force to game in a minor.
Responder knows what strength they have, so is
allowed to pass four of a minor, while opener can
never pass four of a minor as responder is
unlimited. Thus:
´
™
t
®

A642
KJ92
J3
K65

W

W
1NT
3®
3´

N
Pass
Pass
Pass

N
E
S

´
™
t
®

E
2´
3™
3NT

K73
6
Q82
A Q 10 7 4 2
S
Pass
Pass
All Pass

Responder transfers to clubs and bids 3™ to show
his singleton. Opener is happy in 3NT, but first bids
3´ to show the spade suit. Responder doesn’t have
spades so bids 3NT, allowing opener to pass if this
is right opposite a singleton. Opener passes happily
and the best game is reached.
Had opener had the red suits the other way
round, he would have pulled 3NT to a making 5®
contract, or possibly just 4® (which responder
would pass). Either way, this is likely to be better
than having at least six tricks cashed against 3NT.
Similarly, when partner opens 1NT, then:
2NT Transfer to diamonds. The bidding over this
works in the same way, with opener bidding
3® without a fit.
You will note that the difficult hands to show are
hands with both minors, hands with long
diamonds and a singleton club (since after the
transfer there is no bid below 3NT to show the
singleton club), and hands with one spade and four
www.ebu.co.uk

hearts (you can show the singleton spade but then
there is no way to find a heart fit). Accordingly, the
three level works like this (note that while the 3™
and 3´ bids would be similar to a number of other
partnerships, 3® and 3t is a rare treatment,
probably only played by those who have partnered
me). So after 1NT:
3®

Singleton spade and exactly four hearts (any
minor suit shape)

3t

At least five diamonds and singleton club

3™

Singleton heart with at least four cards in each
minor, could be 4·1·4·4 shape

3´

Singleton spade with at least four cards in
each minor, denying four hearts

The principles are mostly the same, though over
responder’s 3® there are some extra options:
3t Neutral bid, allowing responder to use the
major bids to show ‘linked minors’. That is,
3™ to show at least five clubs (for example
1·4·3·5 or 1·4·2·6 shapes), and 3´ to show
at least five diamonds. With 1·4·4·4 shape
responder bids 3NT, 4NT or 5NT to show a
game going hand, slam invite or slam
forcing hand respectively.
3™ Agrees hearts. We operate a simple policy in
much of our system. If you don’t bid a suit
you haven’t got it. So here, if you want to
play in hearts, you have to bid it straight
away. Over this, responder will raise, or
with a slam try will bid a long minor
naturally.
3´ Good stopper for 3NT, but also slam
suitable. For example

East shows both minors over the weak no trump.
West has a huge hand for diamonds, so rather than
simply jumping to 5t, he makes a general slam try
with 4´. East uses 4NT to show some interest (no
suit is agreed yet so 4NT has less use as ace asking).
West might jump to 6t, but in fact his partner is
unlimited so he cuebids his ace of hearts. East has
no interest in a grand slam, so offers 6®, still not
knowing what the trump suit is, which is converted
to 6t.

´
™
t
®

10 5
A Q 10 2
KJ43
Q75
W
1NT
3™
4t

N
W

E
S

N
Pass
Pass
Pass

E
3t
3´
4™

´
™
t
®

QJ63
KJ3
AQ974
3
S
Pass
Pass
All Pass

East shows his singleton club and at least five
diamonds in one single bid. Thereafter, both hands
show their major suits, and then the no trump
opener retreats to 4t, not fancying his ®Q75 stop
opposite a singleton. East sees the opportunity to
offer 4™ in the good 4-3 fit, and there the matter
rests, likely to make ten tricks. Note that East can
offer 4™ because he has the singleton club and three
card heart support, so can ruff clubs in the short
trump hand. 4´ and 4NT would be slam tries by
East, as you would not want to play in a 4-3 spade
fit taking the club ruffs in the four card suit.
r

´AQ85 ™K3 tQ104 ®K754
3NT To play

BLACKPOOL YEAR END CONGRESS

Here are some examples:
´
™
t
®

975
A92
K Q 10 4 3
K6

W

W
1NT
4´
5™
6t

N
Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

www.ebu.co.uk

N
E
S

´
™
t
®

E
3´
4NT
6®

3
Q 10 3
A872
AQJ74
S
Pass
Pass
Pass

At the Year End Congress in Blackpool the
winners of the Mixed Pairs were Jeff Smith &
Rhona Goldenfield and the winners of the Open
Pairs were Ollie Burgess & Mark Weeks. The Swiss
Pairs was won by John Dearing & Jeremy
Stanforth who finished 3 VPs ahead of Paul De
Weerd & John Large. Jeff & Rhona were victorious
again in the Swiss Teams playing with Jackie Pye &
John Holland. Their team won six out of seven
matches to win by 17 VPs.
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Ask Frances

by Frances Hinden

Bidding slamwards

click
link

‘At my local bridge club my partner opened 1™ and
I picked up the following cards:
I bid 1´ and partner
´ AKxxxx
responded 2t. I should
™ AK
welcome your advice on how I
tQxx
should have continued. We
®Ax
play basic Acol with Keycard
Blackwood.’
Your hand is sufficiently strong that you expect to
have the values for slam, but it isn’t obvious whether
you should be looking for six or seven, or whether
to be in NT or a suit.
Having started as you describe with 1™ – 1´ – 2t
you have little choice but to continue with 3®. This
isn’t natural, but is usually played as fourth suit
forcing meaning you have a game forcing hand but
don’t know what to bid next. Opener will now
describe their hand further: with five diamonds, she
will bid 3t; with six hearts 3™; with a decent club
stop and a minimum, 3NT. Most experts nowadays
would raise 1´ to 2´ with a minimum 3·5·4·1
shape, so 3´ from opener is typically 2·5·4·2. If poor
partner is 1·5·4·3 with three low clubs she will be
stuck for a bid over 3®, and will have to invent
something (either 3™ with a good five-card suit or
even 3´ with a singleton honour). If partner also
has a good hand (say 16+ HCP) that wasn’t strong
enough to jump to 3t, but has a club stop, she can’t
bid 3NT as that isn’t forcing. Simplest would be to
jump to 4NT, natural and invitational.
I can’t tell you how the auction would go after
your 3® bid as it depends so much on what partner
bids next.
If partner is a reasonably sound opener, you are
likely be making a grand slam somewhere. It
depends so much on partner’s major suit queens
and jacks.
How do we bid to 7´ opposite
this hand;
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´
™
t
®

Qx
J 10 x x x x
AKJx
x

but 7NT opposite this one;

and 7t opposite this one?

´
™
t
®

x
QJxxxx
AKxx
Kx

´
™
t
®

x
Qxxxx
AKJxx
Kx

If partner bids a suit (3t, 3™ or 3´) I would bid 4®
which should be a cuebid agreeing the suit. Partner
can’t cuebid anything, and I’ll bid 4NT RKCB next,
planning to play a grand in our suit if we have all the
keycards. (An immediate 4NT over partner’s rebid
should probably be natural and invitational).
D If we have agreed diamonds,
I’ll bid 6NT if we are short of a ´ Q x
keycard. This will still miss a ™ Q J 10 x x
grand opposite this hand, but t A J x x x
the odds favour partner not ® x
having the ´Q if she is 5-5 in the reds.
D If we have agreed hearts, I’ll
play in 6™ or 7™ depending on
the response. (This is giving up
on 7NT opposite this hand,
but I can’t see how to get
there.)

´
™
t
®

Qx
QJxxxx
AKxx
x

D With spades agreed, if we have
all the keycards but not the ´Q ´ x x
I’ll bid 6NT. Partner really ™ Q J 10 x x
needs a minor suit king to have t A J x x
®Kx
an opening bid now, and even
opposite this hand, 6NT is a pretty good spot.
D If partner bids 3NT, I’ll probably just bid 6NT as
partner is very likely to have a singleton spade.
This isn’t particularly satisfactory, but it’s a very
hard hand unless partner has enough in the way of
extra values to get to the seven level easily. There’s
no easy way to ask about both of partner’s major
suit queens.
www.ebu.co.uk

‘Playing pairs, my partner and I picked up these
hands:
´ –
As South I opened 1t.
™
K Q 10 6 5
West bid 2´, stated by his
t
A43
partner to be strong! How
® AKQ53
can my partner let me know
that it must in fact be weak?
N
W
E
In the event he doubled and
S
East bid 4´. I passed, as did
West. Partner now bid 5®
´ A75
and East doubled, holding six
™ A54
clubs. Somewhat confused
t K 10 9 6 5 4
® 10
and ready to go home, I
passed, and we scored –1100.
I suggested that partner might have bid 3´ on the
first round and 4NT on the second round. He
thought I ought to have taken out into 5™. An
expert opinion would be welcome.’
This is a hard hand to bid, and it’s not completely
clear what the best contract is. To be honest, I don’t
think the explanation of ‘strong’ was the major
contributory cause of the disaster, because as you
point out, responder knew at once that wasn’t what
the overcaller actually had.
On the first round, I don’t think a cue bid of 3´ is
right. There are two common meanings used for
this bid: the most popular is to play it as a very
strong diamond raise (but with 4-card support); the
other is to ask for a spade stop. To be honest, the
simplest call is 3™ which should be natural and
forcing to game with at least five. The negative
double is more suitable for either a more balanced
hand with only four hearts, or a hand which isn’t
strong enough to force to game. Having started
with a double, the 5® bid on the next round is
definitely confusing. I would (not very confidently)
expect something like this hand
– a hand which doesn’t want to ´ –
™KQxx
defend and didn’t think it was
txx
strong enough to bid a game
®AJ9xxxx
forcing 3® last round, and
wanted to find a heart fit if there was one.
One possible auction with this start is:
W

N

E

2´
Pass
Pass

3™
5´2
6®4

4´
Pass
Pass
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S
1t
Pass1
5NT3
6™5

3™ was game forcing, so a pass over 4´ must also
be forcing. Opener only has 11 HCP but has a very
suitable hand for partner with Axx trumps, a decent
diamond suit, a singleton and another ace
2
When opener doesn’t double, responder will
definitely force to slam, but doesn’t know what suit
to play in. 5® is not forcing, even though it shows a
second suit. 5´ however gets the message across: a
slam drive with first round spade control but unsure
what suit to play in.
3
Opener is also unsure which suit to play in – either
diamonds or hearts could be right. (Indeed, on the
actual hand at IMP scoring I would rather play in 6t
than 6™.)
4
Second suit. Responder has already forced to slam
so doesn’t mind if this is passed.
5
Opener is less keen on diamonds now that
responder hasn’t chosen them, so will choose hearts.
I think it’s close whether to bid 6™ or 7™. Even
looking at both hands I’m not sure if 7™ is a good
contract. Indeed, hearing that clubs were 6-1 makes
it likely that 7™ would have gone off in practice, so
I’ll stick with six.
1

Robin Barker looked at the issue of the
mis-explanation on this hand:
North can say nothing during the auction. At
the end of the hand, North can call the
Tournament Director and say that the explanation
he was given does not match the hand held by the
opponent. The TD will investigate by asking
questions of East/West and looking at any system
cards to determine whether they have an
agreement to play strong jump overcalls. If that is
the agreement, then North/South have not been
misinformed about the East/West agreement and
there would be no adjustment because of
misinformation. But in the absence of evidence as
to the agreement, the TD will rule that
North/South were entitled to an explanation that
agrees with West’s hand. In this case, North/South
will have to suggest how they would bid differently
with the correct explanation, and the TD can
award an adjusted score if North/South were
damaged by the mistaken explanation. However,
the TD may conclude that the bad score for
North/South was not related to the mistaken
explanation (as Frances suggests above), and there
would be no adjusted score.
r
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EBU Awards 2019
These awards were announced at the 2019 AGM. The Gold Award is given for outstanding contribution to the management and
administration of the game at national and international level. The Diamond Award is given to players in recognition of
excellence and success over a sustained period for England’s international teams. The Tony Priday award is given for
outstanding contribution to bridge and enhancing the game in all its aspects. The Dimmie Fleming Awards are given in
recognition of hard work for bridge as volunteers in administration at county level, typically giving 10 or more years of service.

JEREMY DHONDY

JOHN HOLLAND

ROBERT SHEEHAN

Gold Award

Diamond Award

Diamond Award

Jeremy was Chairman of the
English Bridge Union from 2013
to 2019. He gave a huge amount
of time and energy to the role,
and was very popular with both
staff and bridge players around
the country. He listened
carefully to EBU members’
concerns
and
responded
wherever possible.

John is a bridge professional and
WBF Senior Grand Master. In
2017 he was a member of the
inaugural class of the European
Bridge League's Hall of Fame.

Robert was one of the best
English players during the last
part of the 20th century and has
been part of a national team
many times. He won Gold in the
Mixed Pairs Olympics in 2000,
he was three times silver
medallist at the European
Championships (1971, 1981 and
1987), and was part of the team
which came second in the
Bermuda Bowl in Ocho Rios in
1987 – still England’s best
performance since 1955. He also
won bronze in the Olympics in
Monaco in 1976.

Jeremy was Chairman of the
Law & Ethics Committee for five
years up to 2013. He continues
to serve on the editorial board of
English Bridge – 20 years in post
so far. His contributions,
suggestions and attention to
detail have been invaluable
during my (ed’s) tenure.
Jeremy is a talented bridge
player with four English caps
from Camrose matches. He has
won many of the main domestic
trophies, won Gold in the
European Mixed teams playing
with his wife Heather Dhondy
and was the Women’s NPC for
several outings during a very
successful run in 2012 and 2013.
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In 1981, John won his first
national title – the Portland Pairs
– before representing Great
Britain in the Mixed Teams at the
European Common Market
Championships.
He has been a recent mainstay
of the Seniors team, representing
England in the d’Orsi Bowl in
2009 (first place), 2015 and 2019
(second place). He played in the
European Championships in
2006 and 2008, and in the Senior
World Olympiad 2012 & 2016.
John has nine Camrose caps,
four playing with wife, Michelle
Brunner, who died in 2011.
John has also won the Sunday
Telegraph Salver, for most
Master Points earned in a
calendar year seven times,
latterly in 2018, with the 2019
results yet to be released.

He first represented England
in a Camrose match in 1964 – an
honour which he repeated eight
times. It was a good year as he
also won the National Pairs and
the Spring Foursomes.
He has many domestic
trophies under his belt, including
the Hubert Phillips Bowl - the
EBU’s
Mixed
Knock-Out
tournament which he has won
seven times, most recently in
2019.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU Awards 2019
JOHN MAGEE (MR BRIDGE)
Tony Priday Award

This award is made to John
Magee universally known as ‘Mr
Bridge’ for his work in
popularising duplicate bridge in
England and beyond. In addition
to running a successful magazine
and bridge holiday business he
has
made
significant
contributions to clubs across the
country, affiliated or otherwise,
and he has helped our game
adopt innovations and prosper
over several decades.

LIZ STEVENSON
(MERS & CHESHIRE)
Dimmie Fleming
Liz has been on the
County Executive for
more than 25 years. She has
served as Vice-Chair and Chair
and subsequently as Chair of the
Tournaments
committee
–
organising and running many of
the county events herself. The
county’s healthy financial reserves
are mainly due to profits made
from events she organised at a
time when they were more
popular than they are, alas, today.
In the days when the county
produced an events brochure, Liz
and her husband David always
organised its printing and the
address labels for distribution.
www.ebu.co.uk

BERNIE HUNT (ESSEX)
Dimmie Fleming
Bernie has made many contributions to county bridge
over the last 20 years. He has served on the ECBA
committee for 10 years and continues as County League
Secretary. He has introduced many new players to the game, running
courses for beginners and bringing them through to experienced
tournament players.
Over the last few years, he has invited the county to run all their
events at his club which has greatly reduced the amount of committee
work involved in delivering events and player numbers are up on
previous years. The EBU also use his premises as a venue to run
National Pairs, Portland Pairs and Ranked Masters Pairs events within
Essex, which benefits all players.
Bernie is one of bridge’s great enthusiasts. It is infectious and he
continues to encourage many people to take up bridge and ‘get the
bug’.

AUSTIN BARNES (LANCASHIRE)
Dimmie Fleming
Austin has been playing bridge in Lancashire since 1972
and has served the county in various capacities from 2005
until 2018, including as chairman. With his vast
experience as a top county player and, indeed, a national one (he
represented Wales in the Camrose), as a tournament director and a
club administrator he was an invaluable member of the Executive
Committee.
He has been a long standing member of Bolton Bridge Club where,
for the 10 years from 2007, he was both President (CEO) and Club
Tournament Director.

JANET LATHAM (YORKSHIRE)
Dimmie Fleming
Janet served on the YCBA Management Board (formerly
named Committee) for many years covering various roles.
From 2000 – 2001 she was joint Treasurer, 2001 – 2009
Secretary and from 2009 – 2018 she was Assistant Secretary. Janet was
an EBU County Delegate/Shareholder from 2002 – 2018.
Since 2006 Janet has been a member of the Northern Bridge League
Selection Panel and Convenor from 2006 to 2018. From 2014 she has
been the organiser of the Nelson Rose Bowl Competition on behalf of
YCBA – entries increased from six teams pre-2014 to some 15 teams
in 2019.

MORE AWARDS OVERLEAF
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EBU Awards 2019
MAUREEN KIMBLEY
(NORFOLK)
Dimmie Fleming
Maureen was the
Secretary for Norfolk
Contract Bridge Association for
eight years. She was President in
2011, visiting all clubs. She was
key to the successful running of
the county association and
helped it secure charitable status
in 2016. She also spent a great
deal of time ensuring that the
website was up to date, relevant
and newsworthy.
For the county congress she
managed the publicity, received
the entries and was on duty the
whole weekend. It was the 50th
Congress in 2018 and Maureen
was instrumental in making the
event special with gifts for the
entrants, spot prizes, and a
souvenir programme. During
her time the Really Easy event
was introduced and has grown
steadily.

SHEILA CODA
(SOMERSET)
Dimmie Fleming
Sheila gave 34 years of
continuous service on
the committee of the SCBA, as
secretary, membership secretary
and county selector. She is a
regular A-team player, recently
becoming a Grand Master.
Sheila has been a member of
Taunton Bridge Club since the
1970s and has done every
conceivable job at that club.
Sheila has been a committee
member for years and recently
spearheaded a Fast Forward to
Bridge course at the club.
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SHIRLEY PRITCHARD (SURREY)
Dimmie Fleming
Shirley joined the Surrey Committee in 2000 and has
served continuously ever since. From 2009 to 2011 she was
the SCBA President, voluntarily extending her tenure
because both the Chairman and Secretary were new to their roles. She
took over as Competitions Secretary in 2015, a role she continues to
hold to this day. She has overseen a radical improvement to the
quality and attendance at Surrey’s events and has taken over the
management of our major Green Point weekend events. For several
years she has been one of the Surrey nominated EBU shareholders.
Shirley has dedicated a lot of time and effort to county activities
despite significant other demands on her time and energy in the
management of Wimbledon Bridge Club where she was a committee
member for many years and was chairman for three years to 2017
after which she became a co-trustee of the club.

PHIL BENNETT (WILTSHIRE)
Dimmie Fleming
Phil has recently retired from the post of Wiltshire CBA
Treasurer after a period of over 15 years. His financial
skills ensured the committee could always be certain that
there was a firm hand on the tiller. His advice was always pragmatic
and his service to the county went beyond the mere mundane
contribution that might otherwise have been expected.
Phil also did many ‘back room’ tasks. For example he would be first
to arrive at county events and set up the tables and ensure all
equipment was available. He is still an active player and can be relied
upon to roll his sleeves up and help in any way he can.

PAUL WILSON (MIDDLESEX)
Dimmie Fleming
Paul was the compiler and editor of the Middlesex printed
competitions handbook for nine years from 1986. He
joined the Middlesex Committee in 1994 and has served
ever since, rarely missing a meeting.
Paul has organised the Seniors Pairs for many years, assisted with
the Congress, acted as proofreader and ‘ad hoc’ Membership Secretary
and volunteered at Middlesex children’s summer bridge camps. Paul
was elected Vice Chairman in 2015 and a year later became the
County’s 11th President.
Perhaps Paul’s greatest contribution has been encouraging people
to join the committee or play in one of the competitions with his
infectious desire to see bridge grow. In a teaching career spanning
some 40 years, Paul has taught bridge to several thousand people.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU/EBED Awards 2019
ROWENA WHITE

GIORGIO PROVENZA

Alec Salisbury Award

Tom Bradley Award

The Alec Salisbury award is assigned
each year in recognition of a school
teacher who has made a significant
contribution to Youth Bridge.
The Fulford School (York) Bridge Club was set
up by Rowena in 2011. The past eight years have
seen her persistent promotion lead to an increase in
the popularity of school bridge. With over 100
pupils playing, the club boasts serious players but
has also been open to pupils of lesser ability and
those with autism and other disorders.
Rowena has been a massive advocate of the EBED
Junior Award Scheme since its inception and in
Summer 2019 had six students gaining a bronze
award. There are very few state secondary schools
with bridge clubs and Rowena’s outstanding
contribution, hitherto unrecognised, is certainly
well deserving of the award.

The Tom Bradley Award is assigned
each year to a non-school teacher for
services to education which make a
significant contribution to the success of Youth
Bridge.
As the U16 squad leader, Giorgio has been
patient, positive and has contributed a lot of his
own time to help others progress and prosper. He
acts professionally and also listens to people. He
understands the strengths and weaknesses of the
players and puts strategies in place to improve their
game. Giorgio has brought on players from
absolute beginners to representing the England
U16 junior team. Perhaps his best achievement thus
far is seeing a former student of his win a silver
medal in a Junior World Championship. He also
contributes to running teaching courses around
south-west London.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements in the pages of
English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its
publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking
in respect of claims made against advertisers,
whether these advertisements are printed as part
of the magazine, or are in the form of inserts.
Legal remedies are available if redress is sought,
and readers who have complaints should address
them to the advertiser, should consult a local
Trading Standards Office or a Citizens Advice
Bureau or their own solicitors. Members should
ensure when booking holidays that they take
suitable precautions to protect their booking:
check the company is part of a relevant
organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out suitable travel
insurance; pay at least £100 by credit card. Readers
should note that prices advertised may not be
accurate due to currency exchange rate
fluctuations or tax changes.
www.ebu.co.uk

LICENSED BRIDGE
WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an advertisement in the
magazine, it means that:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and
received, a licence from the EBU.

•

They may choose to give Master Points in accordance with
EBU scales.

•

These Master Points will be accepted and added to player
records.

•

The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and
bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of
playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another
National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to their records save for events in Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New Zealand
and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to Gold Points
will only happen at English events, the BGB Gold Cup and
Home Internationals.
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COMPETITION NEWS

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

SUMMER MEETING 2020
In 2020 we have an exciting brand new schedule of events
and timings!
Taking place from 31 July – 9 August, this year’s Summer
Meeting will have a new format. Acting on feedback from
the discussions held at last year’s Summer Meeting about
the future of competitions, and the suggestions that were
discussed on the Competitions Forum, we have made a few
changes to this year’s event. It includes a new simpler
structure, which you will hopefully enjoy. More details
about all the changes can be found on the Summer Meeting
webpage: www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/summer-meeting

SUMMER MEETING SPECIAL OFFER!
If you have never played at the Summer Meeting at
Eastbourne you can take advantage of our wonderful
special offer - £20 for each weekend and play in ALL midweek events for just £10!
Book early to avoid missing out – special offer places are
limited.

EASTER FESTIVALS
The Easter Festival in London in 2020 will again be held at
the ILEC Conference Centre near Earls Court. Following
the successful and well-received event at the same venue in
2019, we are going to continue to run the congress at this
great venue. It is well-placed, just a short stroll from West
Brompton station, which has both underground and
national rail services.
Following the success of two start times for the
Championship Pairs on the Friday – we will again have the
option of start times in 2020 for the Friday session. Monday
offers two options, Swiss Pairs or Jack High Swiss Pairs. For
full information see www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/easterlondon.
As a geographical alternative, the Northern Easter
Festival takes place on the same weekend, at the York
Marriott Hotel. The event is run by Yorkshire Contract
Bridge Association on behalf of the EBU. Its website is
www.ycba.co.uk
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n FEBRUARY 2020
14-16
15-16
21-23
29-1
29-6

Junior Camrose & Peggy Bayer, Newport
Tollemache Cup Final, Coventry
Harrogate Spring Congress, Harrogate
Ranked Masters Pairs, Hilton Hotel
Warwick
EBL Winter Games, Monaco

1
6-8
7
7
9-12
13-17
13-15
15
19-29
20-22
21-22
29

Masters Pairs, regional venues
Camrose Trophy 2nd weekend, N. Ireland
Bedfordshire GP Swiss Pairs, Wixams
Leicestershire GP Swiss Pairs, Leicester
Club Stratified Sim Pairs
Olympiad Open Trial, YCBC, London
Norfolk Congress
National Pairs Regional Finals
ACBL National, Columbus, Ohio
Cumbria Congress, Keswick
Hampshire Congress, Otterbourne
Portland Pairs, various venues

3-5
3-5
3-7
6-9
10-12
10-13
17-19
18-19
18-19
24-3
24-28
25
25
26-3

Really Easy Spring Break, Wroxton
Devon Congress, Torquay
Olympiad Mixed Trial, YCBC, London
British Spring Sim Pairs
Northern Easter Festival, York
Easter Festival, ILEC, London
Lady Milne, Coventry
National Pairs Final, Hilton Warwick
Portland Bowl Final, London
Lambourne Jersey Festival of Bridge
Olympiad Senior Trial, YCBC, London
Garden Cities Regional Finals
Staffs & Shrops Congress, Telford
IMSA World Masters Championships,
China

n MARCH 2020

n APRIL 2020

n MAY 2020
7-11

30-31

Schapiro Spring Foursomes, Hilton
Warwick
Cheltenham Congress, Cheltenham
EBED Spring Sim Pairs
Teltscher Trophy, Ireland
Olympiad Women’s Trial
Spring Bank Holiday Congress, Crowne
Plaza, Stratford-upon-Avon
Corwen Trophy, Milton Keynes

6-7
6-7
6-7
13
17-27
26-28

Pachabo Cup, Mercure Hotel, Daventry
Oxfordshire Congress
Yorkshire Congress, Harrogate
Garden Cities National Final, Solihull
European Teams Championships, Madeira
English Riviera Congress, Torquay

8-10
11-14
15-17
22-26
23-25

n JUNE 2020

www.ebu.co.uk

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated
Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Mixed & Open Pairs – BP

Harrogate Spring
Congress

Improvers Pairs – BP

Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams
Improvers Teams – BP

21 – 23 February
Cairn Hotel, Harrogate

Ranked Masters Pairs
29 – 1 March
Hilton Hotel, Warwick

Masters Pairs
1 March
For players below Regional Master
Regional venues

Separate competitions for:
For 2020, for purposes of
Premier Grand Masters
movements, Premier Life Masters
Grand Masters
merge with Life Masters, and
Premier Life Masters
National Masters with Regional
Life Masters
Masters. All groups have separate
National Masters
ranking lists, trophies and prizes.
Regional Masters

In 2020 the Masters Pairs will be held at host clubs. Entry fees
will be set by the clubs, so cheaper than previous years. Clubs
retain part of entry fees, so you’re supporting your local club.
List of venues and entry information at
www.ebu.co.uk/masters-pairs#clubs

National Pairs

Regional venues:

Regional Heats - 15 March
Final for qualifiers 18-19 April

Billericay, Bradford, Bristol, Exeter,
Patcham, Richmond, Solihull,
Stamford

Hilton Warwick

Portland Pairs

Regional venues:

29 March
Mixed Pairs
Scored over the entire field.
Starting time 12pm.

Billericay, Exeter, Oxford, Richmond,
Solihull, Tunbridge Wells, Young
Chelsea. More venues expected.

Player of

the Year
Championship Pairs
Stratified Swiss Teams
Swiss Pairs
Monday Jack High Swiss Pairs

Easter Festival
10 – 13 April
ILEC Conference Centre, London
Friday 1pm or 3.30pm start

Northern Easter
Festival
10 – 12 April
York Marriott Hotel

www.ebu.co.uk

NEW VENUE

Mixed & Open Pairs – BP
Improvers Pairs – BP
Swiss Pairs
Swiss Teams
Improver Teams
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Ask Robin

Compiled by Robin Barker

Trouble at the table

click
link

D

eirdre Fell asked: Recently West called for
a diamond from dummy then said, ‘no,
play a spade’. I have always been under the
impression that a card nominated or touched is a
card played and said so at the table. However, West
said it was a slip of the tongue and insisted on
playing a spade.
The director wasn't called and I assume West
would have had to convince the director that it
wasn't a change of mind. At the time I felt it was a
change of mind.
The call for a card from dummy can be changed if
the original call was unintended. The director must
distinguish between a ‘slip of the tongue’ (which can
be corrected), and ‘a loss of concentration or a
reconsideration of action’ (which cannot be
changed). Your case sound like a change of mind (a
‘reconsideration of action’) and so the change
should not be allowed and the original named card
is played.

P

at Ward asked: Playing in 4´, the lead was
in dummy and declarer claimed the
remaining three tricks as he had trumps in
his hand: ´KJ4. There were no trumps in dummy,
I had the ´10, I was last to play to the trick and I
could trump any card led from dummy. It was
only when I said that I had a trump that declarer
said that he would play his jack and then take my
trump with his king, the director was called and I
was ruled against.
In my opinion declarer had forgotten about the
remaining trump. I felt I should have been
awarded a trick as my ´10 could have
overtrumped the ´4.
I think the ruling should be based on Law 70C:
‘When a trump remains in one of the opponents’
hands, …’.
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D There was no statement about the remaining
trump.
D There is no evidence that declarer was aware of
the outstanding trump.
D A trick would be lost to the trump if declarer ruffs
low - this is a normal line if declarer is unaware of
the trump.
So a trick should be awarded to your trump.

G

eoffrey Nicholson asked: In the course of
the auction the opponents bid 3®, which
was alerted and explained as ‘Nothing to
do with clubs, he is asking me to describe my hand
further’. After the hand it emerged that the 3® bid
was actually a ‘Staymanesque’ request for a fourcard major. I thought that the explanation given
after the alert was inadequate in that although it
was accurate it was not a complete account of
what had been understood by the 3® bid, and if it
was a request for a four-card major this should
have been stated as such.
The laws and the spirit of the game require ‘full
disclosure’. But there are difficulties in properly
disclosing bids whose purpose is to ask questions
rather than show length or strength: technically, the
partner should not explain what the responses to an
asking bid mean because that can amount to
describing the partner’s subsequent bidding. In
disclosing an asking bid, ‘full disclosure’ would
require explaining the purpose of the ‘asking’ bid
and explaining what hands would make the asking
bid – the problem is that there is often no
partnership agreement about what hands would
make the asking bid.
Although ‘Nothing to do with clubs, he is asking me
to describe my hand further’ is terse, a fuller
description of what the bidder might hold could be
difficult. It is not unreasonable to give a relatively
short description of an asking bid and allow
opponents to ask more about the strength or
www.ebu.co.uk

distribution if they need to know. If ‘Staymanesque’
meant the same thing to everyone then it might be
a satisfactory response, but so often using names for
conventional meanings is misunderstood.

I do not think that any adjustment should be made
on the hands you know about or other hands, as no
one has asked for a ruling. This is a matter for
education and disclosure.

M

Players/partnerships must realise that calling an
agreement ‘Benji’ or ‘eight playing tricks’ does not
necessarily make it permitted.

artin Jennings asks: Playing Simple
Precision, I opened 1t (announced by
my partner as ‘may be as short as two,
may hide five clubs’). My partner then bid 2®,
which I passed. I was chastised by the Director
who insisted that I should alert the 2® as nonforcing. I appreciate that in England, Acol is the
norm, but does the Blue Book reflect this fact?
Non-forcing responses by a non-passed hand are
alerted. Blue Book 4H2(d):
A non-forcing new suit response, to a non-forcing
suit opening at any level, below game, unless
responder has previously passed, bids over a natural
NT overcall, or makes a double jump.

R

oger Brindley came across an interesting
situation: The bidding concluded and at
the facing of the correct opening lead
declarer immediately put his hand down, thinking
he was dummy.
Unless declarer intended to claim (Law 48B2 and
Law 68), the cards exposed by declarer are picked up
and do not become penalty cards (Law 48A). The
correct dummy is put down and play continues.

D Partnerships should agree what their 2® opener
shows.
D They should ensure their agreement meets the
regulation in Blue Book 7C1.
D They should alert 2® and (if asked) explain their
agreements.
D If the 2® bid is not ‘strong’ according to the
regulation (16+ HCP or 12+ HCP with 5+
controls), the explanation should make this clear,
and it should be clear how the agreement
nevertheless meets the regulation.
The following is a permitted agreement:
Strong balanced (21-22), OR a strong hand with a
long minor (8/9 playing tricks), OR an intermediateor-strong hand with a long major (7/8 playing tricks).
The hand you gave is not ‘strong’ according to the
regulation. I suggest that if the pairs want to open
such hands with 2® they restrict the non-strong
hands to those with a long major.
This could be explained as:

I

an Lewis asked: Tonight at the club, at least
two people opened this South hand using
Benji 2®:

In both cases, the convention
card was not asked to be
looked at but in both cases,
the card is slightly outdated
and says ‘eight Playing Tricks’
and on one card, the words ‘Rule of 25’ and on the
other ‘or 21/22 HCPs’.
´
™
t
®

KQ
AKQ9753
10 4
83

2® was alerted by partner and when the
opponents asked the explanation was it should be
Benji style and ‘strong’.

Eight playing tricks in any suit, may be less than 16
HCP if the suit is a major, but will be ‘strong’ if the
suit is a minor.
r

R

obin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. He is editor of
the White Book and looks forward to
answering your questions. Please email him
– robin@ebu.co.uk.
The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.

What do we do with these auctions as this hand
doesn’t satisfy the rules of 2®? Or with the
announcements made (or not made) and the
convention cards, does it stand? Should an
adjustment be made in either case?
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heffalump Traps

by David Bakhshi

Answers from
page 12
Hand 1

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

10 7 2
K964
J863
75

A65
853
Q 10 4
AQ92
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J943
A J 10
972
K84

KQ8
Q72
AK5
J 10 6 3

3NT. West leads the ™4. East wins the ™A, and
returns the ™J.
You have seven top tricks, and can expect to make
at least one extra in clubs, but there is a danger that
you will lose at least five tricks before you gain the
lead. Even if you lose only four tricks in hearts, your
contract will fail if you also lose a trick to the ®K.

Hand 2

´
™
t
®

Is it possible to restrict yourself to just three
losers in hearts? Since you can see the ™2 and the
™3, West’s ™4 lead is consistent with a four card
holding, so East will be able to play a third heart if
he wins the second trick.
If West started with ™K10x4, you will have four
heart losers whether you play the ™Q at trick two or
not, and you will then have to hope that West has
the ®K to succeed.
However, if East started with ™AJ10, it is possible
to block the heart suit and restrict the defence to
just three tricks in the suit. Covering the ™J with
the ™Q leaves West with a problem that has no
good solution. If he wins the ™K and returns a
heart, East will win the ™10, but West is stranded
from his fourth heart. If West ducks the ™Q then
clubs can be safely finessed. If East wins the ®K and
returns a heart the defenders can only win four
tricks before you regain the lead.

In isolation, a 2-2 split is slightly more likely, so
you could plan to play the ´A and ´K on the first
two rounds. Is there any danger in playing this way?
5
AJ94
J9642
863

4´. West leads the tK.
You have eight top tricks, and can easily win at
least two extra tricks in spades.
You have a decision to make when you tackle the
trumps and you also hope to avoid any danger of
losing four tricks in the process. You win the tA at
trick one and plan to start trumps immediately.
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link

Should you plan to ‘finesse or drop’?

´
™
t
®

K 10 7 2
K63
5
A Q J 10 7
Q94
´
N
Q 10 8
™
W
E
K Q 10 7 3
t
S
92
®
´ AJ863
™ 752
t A8
® K54

click

If East discards on the second round of spades,
you can start playing clubs, but if West can trump
on one of the first three rounds of clubs, then he can
switch to hearts, and you will potentially lose three
tricks in the suit if East has the ™A.
However, you can afford to lose a spade trick as
long as you lose the lead to East, since he cannot
attack hearts without allowing the ™K to win a
trick. You should therefore cash the ´A, then lead
the ´3 and insert dummy’s ´10 if West follows with
the ´9 on the second round.
If East wins the ´Q you can win any return and
run dummy’s clubs. If East discards on the second
spade, you can now cash the ´K and run dummy’s
clubs. Throwing two hearts, and later trumping t8
will allow you to make 12 tricks.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 3

´
™
t
®

KJ85
74
K 10 7 2
KJ9

´
™
t
®

932
9
865
AQ7642
´ Q7
N
™ K J 10 8 6 5 2
W
E
t J4
S
® 10 3
´ A 10 6 4
™ AQ3
t AQ93
® 85

3NT after East opens 3™. West leads the ™7 and
East plays the ™K.
East’s preemptive opening put you in an awkward
position. With two stoppers in hearts, 3NT was a
practical bid and you have ended up in the only
game contract with a realistic chance to make.
You have four top tricks, with a fifth trick
available after the opening lead. There is no need to

Hand 4

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AK63
73
8543
982

10 7 2
K9852
A J 10
KJ
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q984
10 6
KQ7
Q 10 6 5

J5
AQJ4
962
A743

4™. West leads the ´A, and you ruff the third
spade trick. You play trumps which split 2-2.
You have reached a game that is likely to be
duplicated but, if your opponents at the other table
play a strong NT, then the contract might be played
by North, who might receive a more helpful lead, so
careful play may be needed to avoid an adverse
swing.
You trump the third spade, and count eight more
winners. Having lost two tricks, you need to make
an extra trick while losing at most one more trick.
You have the possibility of promoting the ®J, or
finessing diamonds twice, which will gain a trick
www.ebu.co.uk

duck the first trick, but how will you attempt to win
the four extra tricks that you require?
Clubs appear to offer the best prospects but, even
if they split 3-2 and West has the ®K, there is still
another potential obstacle in the sense that dummy
has no entries outside of clubs. If you win the ™A
and lead the ®5 to the ®Q, you will be stranded
from dummy’s length winners whether you next
play the ®A or a low club. Is there any way around
this?
In order to win five club tricks, it will be necessary
to lose a trick at some point, so following sound
general principles, let’s consider what will happen if
you lose the first round of clubs. Say you lead the
®5 and play low when West plays the ®9. West can
lead the ™4 (it does not help to switch suits), and
East’s ™5 will force your ™Q. You now lead the ®8,
and West plays the ®J. Your best hope is to find that
West started with ®KJ9, so you now try dummy’s
®Q. When East follows with the ®10, you cash the
®A, followed by dummy’s remaining clubs, and you
have nine winners.

when West has at least one diamond honour.
Can anything be done if East started with the tK,
tQ and ®Q?
Having won the third trick, it cannot hurt to draw
a couple of rounds of trumps. When they split 2-2,
your contract can be guaranteed. Can you see how?
You could be tempted to lead a club to the ®J.
However, if this loses to the ®Q, then East can
return either minor suit, and sooner or later, the
defenders will be able to win a diamond trick. If you
cash the ®K and ®A you will be no better off, since
it will not be possible to win an extra club trick
through length, and even if the ®Q falls, it will not
gain you a trick. What happens if you play a
diamond at trick four? If West plays a diamond
honour you can win the tA and force out the
remaining honour. If West plays low, you can try the
effect of playing the t10. If East wins this trick, he
will have no good choice at this point. If he leads a
spade then you can trump in hand, and throw the
tJ from the dummy. If he returns a diamond, then
the tJ will be promoted, and if he returns a club,
then you can win with dummy’s ®J, cash the ®K
and cross to hand with a trump. The ®A is your
tenth winner, and can now be used to throw
dummy’s tJ.
r
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Great Bridge Disasters

by David Burn

The Way of the Wuhan

click
link

S

ome boards have ‘disaster’ written all over
them. This deal from the World
Championship Teams in Wuhan was one such
– with every hand played at 24 tables in each of the
Open, Women, Senior and Mixed series, no fewer
than 384 world-class players had a chance to do
something stupid, and many grabbed it with both
hands. At one table, developments were
comparatively normal:

E/W Game. Dealer East
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

AK954
10 5 2
J93
A3
´
™
t
®

10 8
J86
–
J 10 9 8 7 6 4 2
´ Q763
N
™ K9743
W
E
t 10 7 5
S
® Q
J2
AQ
AKQ8642
K5

When Canada confronted USA1 in the Senior
event, the South player appropriately enough found
an opening bid from a bygone era – 3NT. Nowadays
this is used by many to show a solid minor with no
side ace or king, while others play it to show a fourlevel minor-suit pre-empt (allowing 4® and 4t to
be used as Texas for hearts and spades respectively).
The cool school employ the bid to show a long solid
major suit, and I have seen it used to show a weak
but very distributional minor two-suiter. Here it
just meant that South thought he could make 3NT,
and North either shared his optimism or had no
way to extricate his side. South could (and did)
actually make 1NT, 100 to East-West.
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At the other table the auction was not as simple:
E/W Game. Dealer East.
West
North East
South
Pass
1®1
1´
Pass2
3´
4t
Pass
5®
Pass
5t
Pass
6®
All Pass
1
Any strong hand, 2 Any weak hand

It may be that North was attempting to comply
with the sound principle of never putting an eightcard suit down in the dummy – perhaps forgetting
that he was going to have to do this anyway so
might as well have passed 5t. It appeared once
West had failed to double the slam that the board
would be flat, since 6® would lose the obvious three
tricks for 100 to East-West at this table also. But
West, to the wonderment of all, justified his
decision not to double by leading … the three of
clubs.
South beat East’s ®Q with the king, cashed three
diamonds to discard two spades from the dummy,
led a second round of trumps and claimed his
contract. Plus 920 and 14 IMPs to Canada. In the
Open series where USA1 confronted the
Netherlands, this was the bidding:
E/W Game. Dealer East.
West
North East
South
Pass
1®1
1´
Dble2
3™3
4t
Pass
5®
Pass
5t
Dble
All Pass
1
Any strong hand, 2 Any very weak hand,
3
Hearts and spades

Here North elected not to rescue South from
diamonds, and paid a modest price – the defenders
took two spades, ®A and a club ruff, and a heart in
the endgame when declarer could not reach dummy
for a finesse. 500 to East-West, not a bad result.
www.ebu.co.uk

Not good enough, though, for at the other table:

EUROPEAN OPEN TRIALS

E/W Game. Dealer East.
West
North East
South
Pass
2NT1
Pass
3´2
Pass
3NT
Pass
5®
Pass
5t
Pass
6®
Pass
7t
Dble
7™
Dble
7NT
Dble
All Pass
1
Neither 20-22 nor balanced, but . . . 2 Clubs
or both minors

North was just trying to play in his eight-card
suit, but South viewed matters differently and an
inelegant contract was the upshot. The defenders
cashed six black-suit tricks for a penalty of 1400,
and another 14 IMP swing was recorded.
r

CHELSEA V CHELSEA NICKO FINAL

The Young Chelsea L team (pictured, from left)
Neil Rosen, James Thrower, Andrew McIntosh and
Ali Ahmed) won the National Inter-Club KnockOut final by 11 IMPs in a tight match against the
Young Chelsea A team.
In addition to the players pictured, Joe Fawcett
and Szczepan Smoczynski played for the team in
earlier rounds of the competition.
The second-placed Young Chelsea A team
captained by Susanna Gross included Mike Bell,
Phil King, Paul Russell & Richard Bowdery.

The European Open trials have been won by
David Gold & Andrew Robson (pictured above).
They finished the final weekend with 133.69 IMPs,
with Alex Hydes & Ben Handley-Pritchard
(pictured below) in second place with 121.69 IMPs
– nearly twice the third-placed pair Mike Bell &
Ben Norton. The two top pairs automatically
qualify to represent England at the European
Championships in June, with one further pair to
be selected. The final four-day weekend was
played as a double round robin, and is expected to
produce the highest strength of field (average
NGS) of any event played in England.
The European Championships will be played in
Madeira at the end of June. It is one of the most
important events in the calendar. Only the top
eight countries qualify to play in the Bermuda
Bowl – the World Championships. The Europeans
produce some of the strongest teams in the world,
making it very tough to qualify.
For some of the players, including Alex & Ben
and Mike & Ben, the trials took place over three
long weekends starting in early November. Some
22 pairs competed to reach the top 12 to return for
three more days of trials at the end of November,
joined by a further four pairs who were eligible by
virtue of their standing. The 16 fought for the top
seven spots to join three more pairs (including
Gold/Robson) who were exempt until the final
round. Alex and Ben came third, second and
second over the three weekends – fully earning
their place at the top table.

MISSING PROMOTIONS
We apologise that a technical problem meant that
Landmark Promotions achieved in October were
not included in the December issue of English
Bridge. They will be added to the later promotions
and included in the April issue.
www.ebu.co.uk
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ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 22

by David Bird

Beat Today’s Experts

click
link

1. Game All. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

AKQ
AQ7
AQ975
K 10

W

E

´
™
t
®

West
N Senior
2®
4t
4NT
7t

9764
J
K J 10 6 2
A94

East
H Dhondy
3t
4™
5™
All Pass

This time all our deals will come from the
2019 Venice Cup (women’s world
championship).
England
face
the
Netherlands here. Pick up some dusty old
bridge book and you will be told to give a
positive response to 2® when you hold an
ace and a king. Nowadays, you venture a

2. E/W Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

84
6
AK86
A K J 10 9 7

West
Kaplan
1®
5™

W

North
McQuaker
1™
Pass

E

´
™
t
®

East
Ichilcik
4´
6´

Q J 10 9 6 5
AK8
Q3
85
South
McGowan
Pass
All Pass

Australia face Scotland. What should East say
over the 1™ overcall? East’s choice of 4´ is
truly awful, as I see it. What was the rush?
Respond 1´ and you will find out so much
more about partner’s hand. You can bid 4´
later, if you wish. No extra IMPs are awarded
for fast arrival!
Rena Kaplan visualised ´AKQxxxx
opposite and could see a possible slam. She
continued with 5™, expecting partner to bid
46 English Bridge February 2020

positive response only when you have a suit worth showing.
Otherwise you respond 2t, which is unlimited, to save
bidding space.
Here Heather Dhondy was willing to make the most
space-consuming positive response in a suit, 3t. Nevena
Senior agreed diamonds and Dhondy then bid 4™ to show
a heart control (first- or second-round). Senior was happy
to use RKCB, after which 7t was reached and easily made.
You would not thank me for showing the 16-bid
Netherlands auction. Laura Dekkers responded 2t and
then had to introduce her diamonds at the four-level. The
exchanges drew to an eventual, but premature, close in 6NT
and England gained 12 IMPs.
In the match between France and USA-1, both teams
stopped in 6t. Both Easts responded 2´ to 2®. For the
Americans, 2´ showed three controls. For the French, 2´
showed an unspecified minor-suit ace. How much easier
the England pair’s auction was!

Awards: 7t (10), 6NT (6), 6t (5), 7NT/games (2).
6´ if her trumps were excellent. It seems that East read 5™
as asking for a heart control. That makes little sense,
because a raise to 5´ traditionally asks for a control in the
opponents’ suit. All in all, it was a sorry auction.
West
Punch
1®
Dble
6®

North
Zets
1™
Pass
Pass

East
Leslie
Dble
4™
6´

South
Mundell
3™
Pass
All Pass

Paula Leslie’s double showed 4+ spades (1´ would have
denied spades). Over the pre-emptive 3™ raise, Sam Punch
doubled to show a good hand. Leslie rated her hand as too
good to bid 4´. This was a dubious valuation, because her
partner might have doubled on a strong club suit, hoping
that East could bid 3NT. West might have awarded the final
contract a modicum of self-respect, had she bid 5® next.
No, it was 6® and Scotland ended in 6´ too. The words ‘a
sorry auction’ come to mind. Perhaps I heard them
somewhere recently. In the Venice Cup only four teams
strayed into a slam. The remaining 20 bid and made game.

Awards: 4´ (10), 5´/4NT/3NT (9), 5® (6), slams (1).
www.ebu.co.uk

3. Game All. Dealer East

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
J7654
Q97
642
AK

10 9 2
K 10
K Q 10 3
J932
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

Victoria Gromova here. Her partner responded 1´ and she
had no good rebid, 1NT would show 12-14 and 2™ would
promise six hearts.
´
™
t
®

A8
AJ854
AJ5
Q65

KQ3
632
987
10 8 7 4

West
Dikhnova

North
Miyakuni

1´
2™

Pass
All Pass

Gromova rebid 1NT, hoping for the best. If Tatiana
Dikhnova had held a point more, she could have used a
check-back 2® to investigate game. No, she signed off in
2™ and game was missed. Eleven tricks were made.
When you open 1NT with a five-card major, partner can
use Puppet Stayman (some bid 2NT, others prefer 3®) to
seek a 5-3 fit.

East
Gromova
1™
1NT

South
Kato
Pass
Pass

Russia face Japan. Most of the world plays a
15-17 point 1NT opening. Some of these
players say: ‘Yes, but I don’t like to open 1NT
with a five-card major.’ When you open 1™
or 1´ instead, you will often run into rebid
problems. Look at what happened to

West
Sato

North
Yakovleva

2™
3NT

Pass
All Pass

East
Kaho
1NT
2´

South
Pavlushko
Pass
Pass

A transfer auction carried Japan to 3NT. I can’t tell you
the Japanese for ‘No swing on that one, partner!’ but they
picked up 10 IMPs for their +660.
In the Venice Cup, 13 pairs played in 3NT, 10 played in
4™. Only the Russians stopped in a part-score.

Awards: 3NT (10), 4™ (8), part-scores (2).

4. Game All. Dealer West

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®
AKQJ865
–
Q762
10 5
´
™
t
®

West
Wolpert
1´
5™
6t

10 7 3 2
864
10 4
J742
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

4
Q5
AKJ85
AK983

9
A K J 10 9 7 3 2
93
Q6

North
Gromova
Pass
Pass
Pass

East
Blank
2t
6®
7t

South
Dikhnova
4™
Pass
All Pass

Canada face Russia, and East’s 2t was
forcing to game. South’s 4™ suggested that
she would hold most of the heart honours,
www.ebu.co.uk

prompting Hazel Wolpert to rebid 5™. This cannot have
been Exclusion Blackwood, since the 6® response would
then show only two key-cards. It may have been intended
as Exclusion, though. When East went to 7t anyway, one
might ask: ‘What was the purpose of 6®?’ Who am I to
quibble when they reached the great grand slam, which
they easily made?
West
Yakovleva
4´
Pass

North
Nisbet
Pass
Pass

East
Pavlushko
Pass
Dble

South
Smith
5™
All Pass

I don’t like the 4´ opening at all, with that side-suit void.
The Russian East quite rightly passed it and then doubled
5™. The defenders picked up +800 and lost 16 IMPs in the
process.
Awards: 7´/7t (10), 6´/6t (6), games (3), 4™ dbled (2).
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5. E/W Game. Dealer East
´
™
t
®

Q832
AJ6
653
KQ4

W

E

West
H Dhondy

´
™
t
®

losers, Senior signed off in 3™. An admirable stop! Nine
tricks were made for +140.

K94
K8543
Q8
AJ7

West
Punch
1´
2®
2NT
All Pass

East
N Senior
1™
3™

2´
All Pass

England face Scotland. Dhondy and Senior
use these responses to 1™ or 1´: 3®=4-card
limit raise, 3t=4-card mixed raise, 3M=preemptive, jump in the other major=3-card
limit raise. Dhondy’s 2´ response showed a
limit raise with only three hearts. With eight

East
Leslie
1™
1NT
2t
4´

West’s 2® asked partner to bid 2t. Her 2NT then showed
11-12 points. A bid of 2t instead of 2® by West would
have been a game-forcing relay. This implies that, after 2®,
West could have bid a non-forcing 3™ at her third turn.
Why East deduced that her partner held five spades, I
cannot tell you. 4´ went three down vulnerable, and
England gained 10 IMPs.

Awards: 3™ (10), 2NT (6), 4™ (5), 3NT (4), 4´ (0).

6. E/W Game. Dealer West
´
™
t
®

J962
AKJ2
AJ4
A 10
West
Houlberg
1t
4´
5t
All Pass

W

E

´
™
t
®

In the Venice Cup matches featured on Bridge Base
Online, nearly everyone rebid 4´, despite the high losercount. East was then fully entitled to head for the very
good slam, which was worth +1460 when the cards lay in
friendly fashion.

AK543
85
Q 10 8
K64

West
Baccar
1t
4´

East
Lund Madsen
1´
4NT
6´

Tunisia face Denmark. What would you
rebid on the West cards? I would have rebid
only 3´. The US expert, Larry Cohen, tells
me: ‘I can't imagine anything other than a
straightforward 3´ at any colours or form of
scoring.’

East
Sfar
1´
All Pass

A raise to 4´ shows a strong hand, enough for a shot at
game facing a featureless 6-count. It is quite wrong for East
to pass with five great trumps and two outside honours.
The spade slam was reached at 10 out of 24 tables in the
Venice Cup, at 14 tables in the Bermuda Bowl, at 14 tables
in the Seniors (plus one in the lucky 6NT), also at 15 tables
in the Mixed Teams.

Awards: 6´ (10), 6NT/games (8), 7´ (2).

Our Venice Cup experts scored four bulls-eyes, with their remaining two arrows drifting well into the
woods. If you beat their total of 43, you did well. Let’s see what tips the deals have unearthed.

TIPS TO REMEMBER
D Give a positive response to 2® only when you have a good suit of at least five cards. Otherwise respond
2t, which is unlimited and allows maximum space for describing the two hands.
D When you hold a strong seven-card major, be wary of opening or responding at the four-level. You will
often learn more by starting at a lower level. This is particularly so when you hold spades. You can then
outbid the other side later, if appropriate.
D If you play a 15-17 point 1NT, use this bid when you hold a 5-card major and 5-3-3-2 shape. Otherwise
you will encounter rebid problems.
r
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Channel Trophy 2019

by Eshan Singhal

Juniors Go Dutch

L

ast year’s Channel Trophy was held in
Utrecht, Netherlands in mid-December and
was contested by teams from England,
France, Netherlands and Belgium. England had a
fair showing overall, winning the U21 category and
finishing second in the U26 Women competition.
My team had a tough weekend in the U26 category
and finished in 4th place. With all three
partnerships representing England at the
international level for the first time, this was vital
experience that helps us prepare for the upcoming
Junior World Championships to be held in Italy.
The U21 team had a poor start, losing their first
match heavily, but won all five of their remaining
matches to finish top of the table. This was a crucial
hand in the final set of nine boards against secondplaced France.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East.
´ AQJ97
™ 974
t KJ8
® 76
10 2
´ K63
N
J 10 6 3 2
™ K5
W
E
A Q 10 5
t 963
S
K8
® 10 9 4 3 2
´ 854
™ AQ8
t 742
® AQJ5

West

North
East
S Anoyrkatis
Pass
1™
1´
Pass
Pass
2®1
Pass
Pass
2´3
All Pass
1
Asking partner to bid 2t
2
Forced
3
Invitational with five spades

South
Gahan
1®
1NT
2t2

South showed good judgement by passing 2´,
with poor shape and the ™AQ devalued by the
overcall. This came in with an overtrick for +140.
At the other table the NS pair bid to 3NT so there
were IMPs on the table for both sides. The defence
did a good job of making declarer’s life hard. West
(Harry Madden) led a low heart. Declarer ducked
East's king to limit communication between the
defensive hands. He won the heart continuation
and took a spade finesse which East (Oscar Selby)
ducked smoothly. It was natural for declarer to try a
club finesse now since he would make his contract
if either black king was onside. West took the ®K
and cleared hearts. When declarer tried another
spade finesse Oscar won and put his partner in with
the tA to cash out for two down.
From a double dummy point of view declarer
could succeed by continuing spades after the first
finesse won, or even by playing on diamonds after
winning the heart. Oscar did very well to duck the
first round of spades in order to give declarer a
reasonable losing line.
Congratulations to the U21 team: Oscar Selby &
Harry Madden; Liz Gahan & Sam Anoyrkatis; Andy
Cope & Theo Anoyrkatis; NPC: Michael Byrne.
In the U26 Women competition the French team
won all their matches to finish top of the table, and
the English women sneaked ahead of the
Netherlands and Belgium to finish in second place.
This was especially impressive considering they
were the only team of four in the event, and that one
pair is very young! Well done to Laura Covill & Ewa
Wieczorek; Megan Jones & Imogen La Chapelle;
NPC: Sally Brock. Good defensive cardplay ensured
the Womens team took a big penalty on this deal:

Junior Squads

Competitions
50 English Bridge February 2020
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´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer North.
´ 5
™ 10 9 5 4
t 986
® J9743
J 10 6
´ AK42
N
Q6
™
KJ732
W
E
K 10 5 2
t AJ3
S
AQ62
® 8
´ Q9873
™ A8
t Q74
® K 10 5

West
Wieczorek
Dble

North
Pass
All Pass

East
Covill
1™

South
1´

While South’s spades were poor, in practice the
overcall was routine. Wieczorek led the ´J to East’s
king, and she switched to her singleton club. West
won the ®Q and played the ™Q, ducked, and a
second heart. Declarer won and played a trump.
West won the ´10, and switched to a low diamond.
Covill won the tA, continued with the tJ and
another diamond. Wieczorek knew the last
diamond would not cash so switched to the ®A and
gave her partner a club ruff. With the ´A still to
come that was +1100. An initial heart lead might
have scored 1400, but 1100 was good for a 12 IMP
swing when Megan Jones managed to get out for
only -500 in the other room when the defence failed
to take all their tricks.
Both teams found the low point count slam on
this deal in the U26 Open competition.

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer East.
´ AQJ2
™ 10 4 3 2
t Q 10 5 2
® 4
–
´ 10 6 5 4
N
9
™ AKQ7
W
E
KJ97643
t –
S
AKQ52
® 10 9 8 7 3
´ K9873
™ J865
t A8
® J6

www.ebu.co.uk

U21 Winning team, from left: Elisabeth Gahan,
Michael Byrne (NPC), Sam Anoyrkatis,
Andy Cope, Harry Madden, Oscar Selby,
Theo Anoyrkatis
West
Hutton

North

1t
2®
6®

Pass
Pass
All Pass

East
Kritsalis
Pass
1™
4®

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

Kritsalis bid a descriptive 4® as a passed hand,
showing invitational values with enough
distribution and extra trump length to justify
bypassing 3NT. Hutton could now infer that there
would be little spade wastage and bid the slam,
taking all 13 tricks. In the other room, the Dutch
pair had a gadget for the West hand, opening 4NT
showing both minors. East bid 6®, declining
investigating a grand slam on the basis that a 5™
control bid would advertise a spade lead where
there might have been two quick losers on a
different layout. South led a heart against 6® and
declarer drew one round of trumps before ruffing a
diamond. He now crossed to dummy, drawing the
outstanding trump, and claimed when the tA fell
upon ruffing a second diamond, for a flat board.
The full U26 team was Oliver Powell & Charlie
Bucknell; Aaron Hutton & Filippos Kritsalis; Ben
Norton & Eshan Singhal; NPC: David Bakhshi. r
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Christmas Quiz Answers

Y

ou are South in each problem. Which of the
three selected bids would you find at the key
moment and why?

´
™
t
®

A42
J73
9732
876

Q1
W
3™

Game All. Pairs.
N
E
Dble
Pass

S
?

Choose from: (a) Pass; (b) 3´; (c) 4t.

You’re in a tight spot – no question. Any bid by you
is likely to be a disaster, probably doubled by East
(who is salivating at the prospect). Your best chance
of salvaging some matchpoints is to pass, hoping
you can score five tricks in defence – you do have an
ace, after all. If 3™ doubled makes, well you can’t do
worse than a bottom. Between 3´ and 4t, I’d opt
for 3´ as you’ll be less likely to be doubled. I don’t
like either, mind, especially because if you have a
chance of making either contract, partner will
probably raise to game.

Answers: (a) 10; (b) 4; (c) 2.
´
™
t
®

A932
J2
AQ982
74

Q2

Love All. Teams.
N
E
S
1t
Pass
1™
Pass
1´
Pass
2®1
Pass
?
1
Fourth Suit Forcing, ‘We’re
going to game, please describe
your hand further.’
W

Choose from: (a) 2t; (b) 2™; (c) 2NT.

You have already shown five diamonds and four
spades. Your best reply to the Fourth Suit Forcing is
2™, which partner will interpret as most likely a
doubleton. While it is possible you are 4·3·5·1, over
partner’s next bid eg 2NT, you’d bid 3™. With your
actual hand, you’ll raise 2NT to 3NT and partner
will know you are 4·2·5·2. Between the other
choices, 2t is not a bad bid as your diamonds are of
decent quality; however partner will think you are
probably 6t-4´. The third option, 2NT, is I’m
afraid a non-starter – you don’t have a stopper in
the fourth suit.

Answers: (a) 7; (b) 10; (c) 1.
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´
™
t
®

A 10 3 2
AJ873
Q84
2

by Andrew Robson

Q3

Love All. Teams.
N
E
S
1®
1™
1´
2®1
2´
?
1
Unassuming cue bid, showing a
good heart raise – at least about
ten points with three (+) hearts.
W

Choose from: (a) Pass; (b) 3t; (c) 3™.

Although you may well defeat 2´, you’ll hardly get
rich. You should definitely bid on and, with partner
probably holding only one spade, your chances of
making a 4™ game are good. Much will depend on
partner’s diamond holding and the way to enlist
partner’s cooperation in that regard is to bid 3t. As
between passing 2´ and competing to 3™, the latter
is marginally preferable, as passing is so supine.
Better than either, however, but not listed, is a 4™
punt, for which I’d give seven marks.

Answers: (a) 2; (b) 10; (c) 4.
´
™
t
®

A3
AQ982
Q2
KJ52

N/S Game. Teams.
N
E
S
1™
Pass
4®1
Pass
?
1
Splinter bid, showing a raise to
(at least) 4™ with a singleton (or
void) club.

Q4

W

Choose from: (a) 4t; (b) 4™; (c) 4´.

You have a close decision. You have wasted values in
partner’s splinter bid suit, however the length in
clubs is a big plus – ruffing opportunities and fewer
potential losers elsewhere. It is easy to construct
hands where you can make 6™, such as
´J742, ™KJ54, tAKJ5, ®6
However, the five-level is not safe should partner be
minimum. The solution is to bid 4t, a modern
treatment known as Last Train (to Clarkesville),
which applies when there is only one ‘in-between
bid’. 4t does not say anything about diamonds –
unless you bid on over a 4™ sign-off, in which case
it retrospectively becomes an ace-showing cue bid.
Even if partner doesn’t know much about The
Monkees, I’d try 4t – as partner will sign off with a
minimum and bid on with extra values – which is
exactly what you want. Between the other two
choices, I prefer 4´, as you have a good enough
hand to expect 6™ to make more often than 5™ go
www.ebu.co.uk

down (the old Sharples’ rule for trying for slam).

Answers: (a) 10; (b) 3; (c) 6.

W

hich of the following three South hands
would bid according to the sequence
given? What should the other two do
differently? Assume you are playing Duplicate Pairs,
and neither side is vulnerable. Each question is
worth six marks for the correct answer, and a
further two marks for giving the correct alternative
bidding for the other hands - in Andrew’s opinion.

Q5

´
™
t
®

W

Love All. Pairs.
N
E
1t
1´

Hand A
43
K42
Q J 10
98742

´
™
t
®

Hand B
8543
J932
K5
K72

Hand C
87542
A82
K6
A32

Hand C is correct – you simply don’t have a bid. You
can’t double (negative) as you don’t have four
hearts, nor can you can bid 2NT as you don’t have a
spade stopper. Pass won’t end the auction, as
partner will be duty-bound to re-open with a takeout double when she is short in spades (as you know
she will be). Your best bid in response to her double
will be 2´ – showing this sort of unbiddable hand
with long, weak spades. With Hand A, you can
scrape up a weak raise to 2t. With Hand B, you are
worth a negative double – minimumish but fine.

Q6

´
™
t
®

W
1´

Love All. Pairs.
N
E
Dble
2´

Hand A
8432
73
J9
K Q 10 7 3

´
™
t
®

Hand B
9432
K2
2
KJ9832

S
3®

´
™
t
®

Hand C
32
Q6
KQJ3
J7432

Hand A is correct. In spite of holding only six
points, you have decent playing strength opposite a
partner who has advertised some clubs and who
rates to be very short in spades. Further, if the
opponents declare 3´ or 4´, you are very keen for a
club lead. Hand B has fabulous playing strength.
Give partner as little as ´5, ™A753, tJ876, ®A1054
(and she must have more) and 5® is making;
indeed, you’re almost worth 5® – not quite – stick
to 4®. Bidding 3® with Hand C is misguided
www.ebu.co.uk

Q7

W
Pass
Pass

´
™
t
®

S
Pass

´
™
t
®

because it will get partner off to the wrong lead. Best
is to double – a take-out double, denying four hearts
(or you’d simply bid 3™) therefore showing both
minors. Let partner choose.

Hand A
AK532
AJ62
K2
Q9

Love All. Pairs.
N
E
S
1´
1NT
Pass
2™
2´
Pass
3´

´
™
t
®

Hand B
KQ8532
AK97
K3
2

´
™
t
®

Hand C
AQJ82
K Q 10 3
K J 10
8

Hand B is the correct answer. Partner has merely
given reluctant preference back to 2´ – her probable
number of spades is two (with three spades, she may
have raised 1´ to 2´ immediately). So your 3´ bid
must contain six spades. With Hand A, you should
move with 2NT, suggesting a 5·4·2·2 shape, while
with Hand C you should move with 3t, suggesting
a 5·4·3·1 shape. Both these bids show about 16-17
points.

Q8

´
™
t
®

Love All. Pairs.
N
E
S
2´1
Dble
3´
4™
Dble
1
Weak two
W

Hand A
Q 10 9 7 3 2
A
KJ982
3

´
™
t
®

Hand B
Q 10 9 8 6 5
AK
52
984

´
™
t
®

Hand C
KJ9832
3
A 10 9 3
32

Hand C is correct. Say you pre-empt, then partner
supports you, over which the opponents bid at the
lowest level. It is not sensible to play your double
now as penalties. How can you possibly hold a preemptive hand that is confident enough to make a
penalty double? Double should say, ‘Partner, I want
to bid on but am not willing to break discipline (for
a pre-emptor shouldn’t bid again). Please bid on,
unless you really fancy defence.’ Hand C fits the bill
nicely. With Hand B, you should pass – for all you
know partner may have nothing and the opponents
may be about to bid 6™. Then you can double!
Hand A is a non-starter – you are much too strong
for a Weak Two and should open 1´.
Cont/ . . .
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O

n the final two questions (playing Pairs)
you are again South. You face an all-too
familiar Pass, Double or Bid dilemma.

In the auction given, one of the three hands should
Pass, one should Double and one should bid on. Ten
marks for identifying all three. Three marks for
getting one correct and two wrong (two correct and
one wrong is, of course, impossible). Again, all in
the judgement of Andrew.

Q9

´
™
t
®

W
1NT1
1
12-14,
Hand A
Q86
Q32
Q2
A 10 6 3 2

Love All. Pairs.
N
E
Pass
2®2
2
Stayman

´
™
t
®

Hand B
42
A2
J7432
K Q 10 9

S
?

´
™
t
®

Q10

´
™
t
®

E/W Game. Teams.
W
N
E
S
1´1
2™
4´
?
1
Five-card major

Hand A
A K 10 8 5
Q9
9843
92

´
™
t
®

Hand B
8643
QJ732
–
7643

´
™
t
®

Hand C
A32
–
986432
A832

Answers: (a) Pass; (b) 5™; (c) Dble.

Hand C
7
K932
5
Q 10 9 7 6 3 2

Answers: (a) Pass; (b) Dble; (c) 3®.
At Pairs, you can be bolder with your lead-directing
doubles of artificial bids such as Stayman and
transfers – the occasional disaster (when they
redouble and make) is more than offset by all those
overtricks you save after steering partner to the
right opening lead. Although you would normally
have five clubs to double 2®, I’d chance it with
Hand B – the ®109 are big cards. I’d pass with Hand
A – those clubs are so anaemic and you don’t want
to put partner off their natural alternative lead,
holding queens in every suit. With Hand C, an
offensive hand not a lead-directing hand, I’d jam
the bidding with 3®.

In the World Bridge Team Championships in
Wuhan, China, South held Hand A. Those who
doubled 4´ tipped declarer off to play for a 5-0
trump split and almost all those declarers made 4´
(doubled). Those Souths who passed invariably
defeated 4´. Pass is indicated. With Hand B, you
should bid on to 5™. You have no defence to 4´ and
expect 5™ (doubled) to be very cheap – it may even
make, for partner rates to have a void spade. With
Hand C, you should double. This will suggest to
partner you have short hearts and a profitable
ruffing defence may well ensue.
r

The Worshipful Company of
Makers of Playing Cards
This set commemorates the 50th anniversary of
the first manned Moon landing and a celebration
of mankind in space, and continues an annual
tradition of Master’s cards dating back to 1882.

Congratulations to our two
winners who scored an
incredible 98% and 96%.
John Auld, Nottinghamshire
Ian Pagan, London
£50 EBU vouchers
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Amazing Club Number 3

by Samantha Kelly

Bookham Afternoon Bridge Club

click
link

I

s there a shortage of EBU clubs with afternoon
sessions? If the experience of Surrey's Bookham
Afternoon Bridge Club is anything to go by,
perhaps there is. Fifty years on from its founding,
the club has grown from an initial membership of
just 19 members, to 210 (and a waiting list) today.
The club marked its 50th Anniversary with a
celebratory bridge session (of course) and tea,
complete with special pens for every member –
including founder member Jean Suckling who
received an Honorary Life Membership Award.
Chairman Neil Higgins believes that one of the
main attractions of the club is its afternoon
sessions. Neil's view is that clubs with more than
one evening session a week would do well to
consider moving one of them to an afternoon,
especially if numbers are falling. Afternoon Bridge
is particularly popular in the winter when dark
evenings and badly-lit car parks would deter some
members from playing in the evenings.
There is more to it than that though. Although
playing in the afternoon is a key attraction, so too is
the friendly atmosphere which the club has worked
hard to create and preserve. There is a break in the
middle of the session for tea and coffee, along with
biscuits and cake served for members. The club sees
itself as open to all levels of player, something which
is also very important – you do not need to be an
expert player to be sure of a warm welcome.
In its 50th year, the club is so popular that it is
short of space and has a waiting list for

membership. Typically, new applicants have to wait
for nearly a year before they can join. That said,
non-members are welcome to play, except on the
first Monday of each month. It is particularly busy
then, as another organisation uses one of the rooms,
which means less room for playing bridge.
Members do get the benefit of member-only
events though. These include the annual Christmas
party and special opportunities, such as an Andrew
Robson Masterclass. Member-only events are held
throughout the year with attendees raising funds
towards an anniversary charity account. The
proceeds are shared between three charities with a
contribution going towards youth bridge
development in Surrey.
The club does not host its own teaching or
improvers’ sessions as yet, but it does advertise such
courses in the area and highlights a ‘what’s on’ at the
beginning of each session for those interested.
A friendly game of afternoon bridge will never go
out of fashion. Indeed, it seems to be gaining in
popularity so we wish everyone at Bookham BC
continued success for the next fifty years.
Is your club thinking of running an afternoon
session or starting a Membership Campaign? Or
indeed, if you feel you need any advice or help with
maintaining and developing your membership
numbers, please contact our Membership
Development Officer, Tim Anderson at
tim@ebu.co.uk
r

Audrey Quinton, who provides English Bridge
with many cartoons (and our fantastic last
Christmas cover) has started a light-hearted bridge
blog which can be seen on
http://bridgeplayerblog.com
(Disclaimer: No kittens were harmed in the
making of this cartoon)

www.ebu.co.uk
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by Alan Mould

Answers to December’s Problems

click
link

T

his issue, problem one was sent to me by
reader Henryk Klocet and comes from a
silver plate match; problem two was sent to
me by friend, erstwhile partner, and Scottish
international John Matheson and comes from the
2019 Teltscher Trophy (the senior Camrose); and
problem three was sent to me by reader Dave
Simmons and comes from this year’s Corwen
Trophy.
Hand 1
´ AQJ82
™ 10 4 2
t K9765
® –
South
West
North
1™
1´1
2´2
6™
All Pass
1
Might have bid 2™, Michaels.
2
Good raise to 3™ or higher.

East
3´

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ´2; (c) a heart; (d) t6

A lot of points are resting on this opening lead, but
it is a far from clear what the ‘right’ opening lead is.
There are a number of possible layouts where
different opening leads will beat it. Which is the
most likely amongst them? I think it is very close
and so the marking reflects this.

one basket for sure, since it is likely to be
disastrous if partner does not have the king, but
again this slam was bid very confidently. It doesn’t
‘sound’ like declarer thinks they are going down.

(c) a heart: 4 marks. Unless you are sure that
declarer is needing to ruff a lot of things it is
almost always wrong to lead a trump against a
slam. It is just too passive and allows declarer to
get on with the task of drawing trumps and
setting up winners.
(d) t6: 9 marks. Assuming you only have one spade
trick, then this is far and away the most likely suit
to set up a trick in – needing only for partner to
have the queen. As against that, declarer is very
likely to have the ace, and if they have the queen
as well – very bad news . . . Still, on this hand you
have to take a position and decide what is going
on.
All this shows again what I know, since this time
declarer had Kxx of spades opposite xx and was
gambling on either a singleton spade in dummy
(quite likely on the auction) or a spade lead. A spade
lets it through, any of your other eight cards beat it.
Pairs Bonus: ´2: 5 marks. You won’t get many
matchpoints for 6™ making, so I will stick with
my original lead – but again it is close.
Hand 2
´ QJ6
™ A K 10 4 2
t KQ7
® Q8

(a) ´A: 8 marks. In general, I am a big fan of
leading aces against suit slams. My experience is
that it almost never lets the contract through and
frequently it does cost not to lead it. But here, it
really does look like declarer is not worried about
the spades? Maybe leading it will set up a discard.
I am unconvinced about the ace this time.
(b) ´2: 10 marks. The idea is clear – put partner in
with the ´K and she will give you a club ruff. It is
useful that we have the two, as that cannot be
fourth highest, so partner will have no difficulty
working out what is going on. This is all eggs in
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South

West

1™
1NT
4™

Pass
Pass
Dble

North
1®
1´
3™
All Pass

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´Q; (b) ™A/K; (c) tK; (d) ®Q
www.ebu.co.uk

You know a lot about the hand (dummy is 4·3·1·5
or 4·3·0·6) and declarer presumably has five hearts
and the diamond ace. It is also certain that partner
has ‘his usual rubber bridge hand’. That should
make it clear what to lead.
(a) ´Q: 4 marks. Not likely to achieve that much,
and may not help at all if dummy comes down
with ´AK10x (as it did).
(b) ™A/K: 10 marks. You know dummy is short in
diamonds and you know you have all the values.
This is clear to cut down dummy’s ruffs. ™AK
followed by the tK was the only way to beat the
hand.

(c) tK: 7 marks. Seductive but wrong I think for
the reasons given above.
(d) ®Q: 1 mark. I cannot see any upside to this at
all. The opponents (unless they have gone
completely nuts) will have both the ace and king
of clubs, so even if you could set up partner’s jack,
you cannot ever get to it.
Pairs Bonus: ™A/K: 5 marks. Letting through 4™
doubled will score you precisely 0 matchpoints,
so definitely a top heart in Pairs as well.
Hand 3
´ 52
™ A K 10 9 7 2
t Q653
® 3
South
1®
3NT

West
1™
All Pass

North
2®

East
Pass

Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™A/K; (c) ™10; (d) t3.

(a) ´5: 3 marks. OK, partner probably has a few of
them since the opposition have shown no interest

in playing in them, but is it likely that partner will
have enough to be able set up the spades, and then
get in to cash them?
(b) ™A/K: 5 marks. ‘To look at the table’ as they say.
Well yes, but you already know it is declarer with
the heart stop (unless they have taken a real punt),
and this runs the serious danger of isolating your
suit.

(c) ™10: 10 marks. Call me boring, but this is what
I would lead, because it is the simplest way to beat
the contract. This relies on partner having a
doubleton heart and an entry (and let’s face it if
partner does not have an entry, then you are not
beating this). Yes, it will give declarer a trick if
partner doesn’t have an entry or has a singleton
heart, and if partner does have an entry it will
isolate your hearts, but in that scenario you may
well be unable to beat the hand. And if you could,
you would probably have to lead this:
(d) t3: 7 marks. This basically plays partner for a
singleton or void heart, and enough diamonds
and entries to get in and cash the suit (along with
our ™AK). It is certainly a plausible line of
defence – I just think it needs more from partner
than the ™10 lead.
Pairs Bonus: ™10: 5 marks. Again, I would lead the
same thing at Pairs. You may say that this is too
aggressive and may isolate my hand and I never
get at my heart tricks. I think that is highly
unlikely. Declarer will need a long suit in dummy
to chuck away their remaining hearts. Also, I
think that is what most of the field will lead, and
if in doubt you may as well follow the herd as that
way at least you don’t get a terrible score. This
time the ™10 was very right as partner had a
doubleton heart and the ®A so that was two off.
My correspondent tells me the Bridgemate was
littered with 3NT making after a top heart lead.r

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Rupert Timpson
Chadlington, Oxon

Open: Danny Roth
Chigwell, Essex

Sponsored by
www.ebu.co.uk
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WORCESTER EXCHANGE

SIMS PRIZE DRAW
Cash prizes!
Each club that hosts a Sim Pairs event is entered
in to a prize draw, with the opportunity to win
£250. The following were the winners at the
draw which took place in November at the AGM:
Prizes from the EBED Sims
Towcester BC, Northants
Noverre BC, Norfolk
Tyler Hill BC, Kent.

Worcester Bridge Club played host to a group of
French visitors towards the end of 2019, as the
second part of their Exchange arrangement with
their partner-club in the attractive town of
Romorantin in the Loire valley.
In the space of a year a regular link has been set
up, leading to seven Worcestershire players
travelling to France in the Summer. WBC players
enjoyed much bridge, as well as some fine meals
and trips to the Château of Chenonceau and a
‘dégustation’ of wine at Vouvray.
The French group made a return trip in
October and it was Worcester’s turn to lay on
some special treatment. There were three main
sessions of bridge including one with tea and
home-made cakes and an evening session with a
pot-luck supper and a glass of (French?) bubbly!
On the final day, Alain Gillier, the French club’s
president, played with Mike Vetch, WBC
Chairman, at the Barnt Green Café Bridge event,
which raised £1,000 for Acorns Hospice and
provided a new idea for Alain to take home.
The Exchange was the brain-child of Steve
Garry, who used to play competitive bridge in
Worcestershire. Now plans begin for the next visit
to Romorantin, and a chance for friendships to be
renewed.
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Make sure your club enters the 2020 Sims to be
eligible for the Club Draw

www.ebu.co.uk/sim-pairs

Junior Bridge Camp
4 - 5 April 2020
Cheltenham Ladies’ College & BC
O
£6 ni ne
g
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The French visitors and their hosts, after a
traditional meal at the King’s Arms in Ombersley

Prizes from the EBU Sims
Prestbury Duplicate BC, Manchester
Bordon BC, Hants & IOW
Caterham BC, Surrey
Reading BC, Berks & Bucks
Patcham BC, Sussex
Matlock BC, Derbyshire
Milton Keynes BC, Beds

All levels – beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of bridge
entertainment, tuition, coaching & play for young
people from 8-21 years old.
™
Parents can come too – book into a local hostelry
™
£35 rate for non-residents
™
´ Fun competitions, tournaments & prizes ´
™
For more info and application forms
joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk

www.ebu.co.uk

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

Send your letters to the editor, Lou Hobhouse
Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

QUALITY CARDS

1066 AND ALL THAT

I hope you enjoy these obviously
larruping playing cards, found by
my daughter on a recent holiday
to Fuerteventura.
Mike Anderson

I was amused to read Simon
Cochemé’s article in December’s
English Bridge about a ‘Hastings’
(1066 shape). My wife and I run a
U3A bridge section. At our
Christmas party we played
Chicago bridge. We allotted
prizes for various things (such as
hand with lowest/highest points,
first slam bid and made, beating a
contract by three tricks). We also
added holding a ‘Hastings’ –
confident that it would never be
won. Lo and behold, on the very
first deal one of the members had
one (6-6 in the minors and a
singleton spade). This caused
great hilarity.
Keith Sharp

GUIDE TO CLUBBING

PEN PLEASE
I read Philip Jackson’s letter in the
December issue about diaries and
the editor’s suggestion of an EBU
Apathy Award pen as an
alternative, and thought I would
quite like the pen in preference to
the diary. I nearly wrote to ask
for one, but no need: the very
next morning the postman
delivered my own apathy biro
along with a letter congratulating
me on a masterpoint promotion.
It made my day.
Karl Therkelsen-Turner

As a bridge teacher who is
regularly asked about which
bridge programme to download
or play online, I was delighted to
see the review of online sites by
Jonathan Clark and Kripa
Panchagnula. Thank you.
I would just add that it would
be very interesting to have 'A
Beginner's Guide to Clubbing
around the Country'. It is difficult
for a beginner to have a pleasant
experience at a bridge club. I
warn my students not to go near
them in London until they have
done at least 18 months or
equivalent learning bridge – not
because they don't know enough

but because of the speed of play
required to avoid rude behaviour
from others. Perhaps if we
published a rating system (along
the lines of 1000 Best Churches)
clubs would take notice.
Vanessa King

HANDICAPPED SIMS PLEASE
After reading about Handicapped
Games in your December letters I
see that Gordon Rainsford is
currently considering an EBU
handicapped event.
I play at Stansfield, Suffolk, and
Richard Evans, who runs a very
active and successful club, ran a
Sunday handicap event earlier in
2019 which was very well
received. We all brought in our
own packed lunch and choice of
drink and played from late
morning to tea time. It brought
in players from our Learners day,
from the Intermediate Evening,
as well as those from the
Advanced evening and some
from surrounding clubs. We used
a handicap based on EBU rating.
Talking with Richard we both
agreed that it would be great if
the EBU were to run a National
Handicap SIM pairs competition
on a Sunday which could work in
a similar way and which would
produce an annual National
Handicap Bridge champion pair.
Nigel Varian

2020 SIMULTANEOUS PAIRS – Bonus Blue Points
3 – 6 Feb
9 – 12 Mar
6 – 9 Apr
11 – 14 May

Junior Squad Sims
Club Stratified Sims
British Spring Sim Pairs
EBED Spring Sim Pairs

www.ebu.co.uk

20 – 23 July
7 – 11 Sep
5 – 8 Oct

British Summer Sim Pairs
EBED Autumn Sim Pairs
British Autumn Sim Pairs
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EBED NEWS & OPPORTUNITIES
WELCOME TERRY HEWETT
As a recently appointed Trustee of English Bridge
Education & Development, Terry is taking over
from Bernard Eddleston as lead Trustee for Youth
and will chair the charity’s Youth Advisory Group.
She is really looking forward to joining the strong
team and introducing more youngsters to the game
we love. Learning to play bridge at a young age can
kick off a lifelong interest in the game and can help
develop maths skills and critical thinking as well as
important social skills. For these reasons, Terry
describes her role in EBED as one of the most
exciting of all voluntary positions she has held.
Terry left a career in finance to raise a family and
decided to learn how to play bridge as a way of
keeping her brain active and meeting new people.

She is now a full member of the English Bridge
Teachers Association, teaching the Bridge for All
programme and running supervised sessions. Her
great passion is teaching beginners and nurturing
their love for the game.
Terry started doing voluntary work during her
school days. More recently, she has been a school
governor, Chairman of Wimbledon Bridge Club,
and co-founder and Chairman of Night of the
Stars Charity Bridge Pro-Am which raised over
£250,000 for charity. Terry has served on the EBU’s
Tournament Committee and continues to be a
member of the Tournament Panel. She set up and
runs a popular bridge session for the Wimbledon
Guild, a local charity which aims to reduce social
isolation and loneliness in the area.

SOUTH-EAST COUNTIES JUNIOR TEACH-IN
A total of 26 youngsters went along to the second South-East
Counties Junior Teach-In, held at Wimbledon BC in November.
With teaching sessions in the morning and a tournament in the
afternoon, the day was executed by a magnificent team of
volunteers, led by June Middleton. Wimbledon Bridge Club
hosted the event which was part of Surrey’s collaboration with
Kent and Sussex to improve bridge opportunities for
youngsters in the region.
Congratulations to the tournament winners, Woody and
Theo, pictured to the right.

EBED TRUSTEE VACANCY
EBED are currently recruiting for a new trustee
to join the Board during 2020. The successful
applicant will take the lead on fundraising on
behalf of the charity.

EBED COURSES

Trustee meetings are held four times a year and
trustees may be asked to attend additional
meetings on an ad hoc basis. EBED would expect
candidates to have the following attributes:

Club Teacher Training

 A background of working in a fundraising role
 An understanding of successful philanthropy
 Strong networking skills
 Be an excellent communicator

Director Courses

If you would like further information, please
email donna@ebedcio.org.uk

For details of times and venues visit
www.ebedcio.org.uk/td-training
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For details of times and venues visit
www.ebedcio.org.uk/club-teacher-training

Club Director Training
Club TD Refresher Courses
Next Steps and becoming a County TD

www.ebu.co.uk

CAPTION
COMPETITION

CROSSWORD NO 25

Compiled by MERMAN
1

2

3

4

Answers online, p70
5

6

7

8

17

18

9
10
11

12
13

15

14

16

19

20

21

22
23
24
ACROSS
1 Nearly half the rainbow in grips of governors (8)
9 Forgot to stop in lover’s hotel (8)
10 Foreign character in clubs perhaps a monster (8)
11 Throw away two spades, having no hearts (4)
12 John’s opponents relaxed (5)
13 E.g. diver suffered (7)
15 Being unfamiliar, choke got left out (7)
19 Very cold pair leading, dear! (5)
21 School sent note… (4)
22 … commending quiet upbringing (8)
23 Getting wrong grass bent back (8)
24 Like the stars in team? There’s one in Madrid to follow (8)
DOWN
1 To pursue energy drink (5)
2 Distinctive expression that would establish the identity
and whereabouts of Douglas (5)
3 Party has texted stories for presses (10)
4 Turner’s desperate to get lead back (6)
5 Examination of morality (4)
6 Their doves were exercised for three days to prepare for
fast start (10)
7 Pub, hotel and river (5)
8 One’s mounted little support in spades and diamonds (5)
14 Design it expressly to catch fire (6)
15 Extra Shakespeare’s pointless (5)
16 Wood with deep long cuts new church found
unacceptable (5)
17 Party’s good — it’s a dance (5)
18 Good person dressed in orange leotard (5)
20 Workplace where cart’s parked up (4)

A most romantic gesture! Send your new entries
for the cartoon above to lou@ebu.co.uk by 29th
February, or post to Editor, Raggett House,
Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Congratulations to William Parker for my
favourite caption from last month shown below
the cartoon. Other close contenders were Tony
Reed’s ‘Oh no! The sit out pair have mixed up the
hands again’; Reg Tripp’s ‘If we all sung from the
same hymn sheet we’d win more team events’; and
Barry Ransley’s ‘Typical confusion at the
Christmas Individual event’.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior
chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

Oh no, a 3-1 split

Club Bidding Quiz

by Julian Pottage

Answers to Questions on Page 12

click
link

Hand 1
´ Q J 10 8 7
™Q4
tA63
®J73

W

N

E
1™

S
3®1

?
1

weak

Hand 4
´ K8
™Q42
tKQ765
® 10 7 2

W

N

E

Pass
?

1™

Dble

S
Pass
Pass

Double. With only 10 high card points and no great

3t. Since your partner has forced you to bid, you

shape you do not want to force the partnership to
game, which is what bidding 3´ would do. Your
double shows reasonable values with at least four
spades – the opposing pre-empt has done its job
and you have to accept that there is no perfect call
available.

might bid 2t with a very weak hand. 10 HCP is
close on the maximum you could hold as a passed
hand and justifies making the jump bid. Your heart
stopper is a bit tenuous to risk 2NT, though that
should be your second choice.

Hand 2
´ A 10 9 8 7 4 2
™ A9
tA2
® 10 7

W

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1™

?

1´. Although you have a seven-card suit, this is not
a pre-emptive hand. Holding three aces you have
good defence against an opposing contract and
should take the auction slowly. Game may be
possible even facing a passed partner but you
cannot tell at this stage.
Hand 3
´–
™A632
tAKQ752
®AQ5

W

N

E

S
3´

?

Double. You have a good hand, including four
hearts, and should be happy to make a takeout
double. Despite the void you need not fear that
partner will leave the double in for penalties – the
opponents are vulnerable and you have several top
winners to make if that does happen.
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Hand 5
´ A K 10
™AJ82
t632
® K73

W
1™
?

N
Pass

E
1´

S
Pass

1NT. With 15 HCP and a completely balanced
shape, this is the only sensible action. Do not worry
about the lack of a diamond stopper. Your partner
may well have something there and the opponents
might not lead the suit anyway.

Hand 6
´ AK82
™53
tJ9863
®A9

W
1t
?

N
1™

E
Dble

S
2™

2´. Partner’s double indicates a four-card spade
suit, so your 2´ is raising spades, not a reverse. In a
competitive auction it is important that you
establish a fit, especially as your side has the boss
suit.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

Bridge Club Live

by Barrie Partridge

Timber Twosomes!

click
link

B

ridge
Club
Live’s
unique
annual
competition, its Double-Elimination Knockout Pairs for the Timber Trophy, is underway
again. Replicating the EBU Spring Foursomes, pairs
are not eliminated until they have lost twice. Those
defeated for the first time move from the
Undefeated Pool to the Once-defeated Pool.
Pairs are seeded for the draw for the Undefeated
Pool and for the first time I can recollect, the top
four seeds all reached the semi-final of this pool.
The seeding is determined by a grading scheme
upon which the EBU NGS is based.
I spectated this board from the semi-final
between the No 2 seeds, David Thompson,
currently living in Luxembourg, sitting South, and
one of our top players from India, and the No 3
seeds, Malcolm Pollack, now in Yorkshire, and his
son Simon in Norfolk.

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ AJ
™ Q 10 4
t AK7543
® Q9
Q 10 9 6 4
´ 87532
N
3
™
J5
W
E
S
Q986
t 2
K73
® 10 8 5 4 2
´ K
™ AK98762
t J 10
® AJ6

West

North

East

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

2t
4NT
5NT
7™

Pass
Pass
Pass
All Pass

South
1™
3™
5®
6t

After two rounds of trumps, declarer cashed two
top diamonds and ruffed a third. He crossed to the
™Q and ruffed another diamond. By overtaking the
´K with the ´A, he could access dummy one last
time to cash his last two diamonds and discard two
clubs from hand. Efficiently done.
A spade lead removes an entry to dummy and
seems to leave declarer with a decision whether to
play for diamonds being 3-2 and rely on the club
finesse, or to run the tJ. I’m sure I’d get it wrong.
However, at some tables where a spade was initially
led, the later lead of the tJ found West covering
with the tQ and removing any guesswork!
Despite an outright bottom on this board,
Malcolm and Simon won the match and, at the time
of writing, are due to play the No 1 seeds, Ed Scerri
and Gilly Cardiff in the final of the undefeated pool. r

UK-based Bridge Club Live offers
D Fast, fun and friendly bridge.
D Drop-in Drop-out MP Pairs and social games
D Individual,

Improvers

and

IMP

Pairs

Tournaments and Teams events
D Full bidding and play records of every deal.
D System cards for partnerships
D Discussion forums and members’ reunions
D EBU Master Points

None of the other 22 tables that played this board
reached a grand slam. I observed that a spade lead
could be a problem for declarer but the traditional
lead against a grand slam of a trump was made.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Funbridge Competitions

by Marc Smith

High-level decisions

H

igh-level competitive bidding decisions are
difficult. The tempo of the auction can
affect your hand evaluation. I saw this deal
played three times in a teams match, and each
auction presented a different decision. With both
sides vulnerable, this is the West hand:
´
™
t
®

KQ73
–
AJ862
10 9 7 3

A

What do you do in each of the
following auctions?

Game All. Dealer North
West
North East
South
2™
2´
6™
?

B

Game All. Dealer North
West
North East
South
Pass
1´
2™
4™
5™
Pass
Pass
?

C

Game All. Dealer North
West
North East
South
Pass
1´
2™
3™
4™
Pass
Pass
4´
Pass
Pass
5™
?

In Auction A you can be fairly sure that both sides
are making a lot of tricks and you really cannot
afford to pass. If you bid and both sides can make
eleven tricks, you lose at most 9 IMPs (and only if
the opponents do the right thing at both tables). If
you pass/double and either side can make twelve
tricks, you lose much more. If both slams make,
defending is catastrophic. Bid 6´.
In Auction B you made a splinter bid at your first
turn, forcing to game, so East’s pass of 5™ is forcing.
If partner had an unsuitable hand, he would have
doubled to warn you. Bid 5´.
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In Auction C you should have made a more
descriptive bid earlier. 3™ promised only three
trumps and an invitational or better raise. Partner’s
pass of 4™ suggests a minimum, so perhaps ten
tricks is your limit. Maybe partner has heart values
– always possible when you are void. Pass and hope
partner has a clearer picture than you. Here is the
full deal:

Game All. Dealer North. Teams - IMPs
´ 984
™ K Q 10 6 3
t K 10 9
® 84
´ KQ73
´ A J 10 6 5 2
N
™ –
™ 95
W
E
t AJ862
t 7
S
® 10 9 7 3
® AJ52
´ –
™ AJ8742
t Q543
® KQ6

With both clubs offside, eleven tricks is your
limit. Looking at just the East/West hands, though,
you want to reach the 75% slam. You simply cannot
win them all. Indeed, switch the minor-suit kings
and the auction would probably have been the
same, but you would be making +1430 or even
+1660. You cannot expect to get these high-level
decisions right all the time as you often cannot tell
what is right, even looking at both of your hands.
Defending 5™ doubled is risky. Are you going to
lead a minor? You must get your diamond ruff to
hold hearts to ten tricks. Indeed, at the table where
I watched Auction C, West doubled and led the ´K:
-850. West in Auction B scored best, as South
doubled: +850.
r
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Paul’s Suit Combination Challenge from p8
´
™
t
®

Hand 1: South
plays in 3NT.
West leads the ´5

83
J642
AK83
J92

´
™
t
®

Hand 2: South
plays in 3NT.
West leads the t3

A52
64
65
K J 10 9 4 2

N
W

W

N

E

S

2´
Pass

Dble
3NT

1NT Dble
Pass 2NT
All Pass

N
E

S

´
™
t
®

AJ4
AQ
J52
K Q 10 8 3

W

N

E

1NT Pass
2™
3®
All Pass

W

S

E
S

2t Dble
Pass 3NT

´
™
t
®

J964
AKQ
AJ9
Q86

Preliminary Analysis:

Preliminary Analysis:

East’s 1NT showed 12-14 points. South’s double was
for penalties, and North’s double of 2´ was for takeout. East plays the ´K at trick one. Should you win
or duck? Why?

South’s double of East’s 2t transfer bid showed a
hand that would have doubled 1NT (ie 15 or more
points). Somewhat unexpectedly, West leads the t3
against 3NT on which East plays the tQ. Should
you win or duck? Why?

ANSWER

ANSWER

Hand 1: You should duck the ´K. East is marked

Hand 2: You should take the tA immediately and

By ducking the first spade you can cut
communications between East and West, knowing
that East will be unable to return a spade when in
with the ®A.

Ducking trick one would lead to defeat on a
diamond return.

with the ®A by virtue of the opening bid and is the
danger hand – winning the first trick renders you
vulnerable to a spade lead through the exposed ´Jx
later.

play on clubs. West is marked with the ®A and
cannot play diamonds again from his side of the
table. This way you must make at least one spade,
three hearts, one diamond and five clubs for your
contract with extras.

Here’s the full deal:

You aim to make one spade two hearts (the finesse
is marked), two diamonds and four clubs. Here’s the
full deal:
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

Q 10 7 5 2
853
10 6
764

N
W

www.ebu.co.uk

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

83
J642
AK83
J92
´
™
t
®

AJ4
AQ
J52
K Q 10 8 3

K96
K 10 9 7
Q974
A5

´
™
t
®

A52
64
65
K J 10 9 4 2
KQ8
´ 10 7 3
N
J82
™ 10 9 7 5 3
W
E
K 10 7 3 2
t Q84
S
A7
®53
´ J964
™ AKQ
t AJ9
® Q86
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Stephen’s Defence Quiz from page 10

1

3

What would you lead as West here:

´
™
t
®

10 6 5
7
KJ875
10 9 8 3

W

N

E

Pass
Pass

3´
6´

Pass
All Pass

What would you lead here:?

S
1´
4NT

Hand 1. Yes, you’re leading against a slam, but it’s
still bridge. Lead your singleton. And blame
partner if he doesn’t have the ace. True, he could
have the tA, but it’s unlikely that declarer would
bid slam with two losers in diamonds. If partner
has the tA, declarer probably has a singleton.

2

What would you lead as West here:

´
™
t
®

987
54
KQ76
J876

W

N

E

Pass
Pass

3´
6´

Pass
All Pass

S
1´
4NT

Hand 2. The tK is probably your best shot. It will
establish the queen, and if partner has a trick,
that will be enough.

´
™
t
®

76
A 10 9 6 3 2
10 6 2
87

W

N

E

Pass
Pass

3´
6´

Pass
All Pass

S
1´
4NT

Hand 3. Believe it or not, I would lead the ™A
which will work spectacularly when partner has a
singleton, and might be the easiest way of beating
the contract. But there’s also another reason.
When the opponents bid a slam missing an ace,
it’s always possible that they have more than
twelve tricks without it. If you don’t cash your ace
at trick one you might never get the chance.
Going to bed with an ace is never a good look,
and at pairs where an extra 30 points is the
difference between life and death, you should
lean towards unsupported aces if there isn’t a
better option.

4

What would you lead here:?

´
™
t
®

643
Q754
10 7 5 3
J8

W

N

Pass
3´
Pass
5™
All Pass

E
Pass
Pass

S
1´
4NT
7´

Hand 4. Against a grand slam, there is no good
cause in trying to establish a trick for the defence.
If declarer loses the lead at any point, you will
have already beaten the contract. The aim with
the lead, therefore, is to be safe, and a trump lead
is both safe and active. It is safe because declarer
isn’t going to be playing in a grand with a flimsy
trump suit, and it is active because it might just
stop declarer from trumping a loser.
r
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Michael’s Interference Quiz, from p16

P

artner overcalls 2t after a 1´ opening bid and the next hand raises to 2´. Assuming both sides are
vulnerable, what is your call?

W
1´

´
™
t
®

Hand 1
8
J987
K54
J9532

´
™
t
®

Hand 2
K3
98
763
QJ8543

´
™
t
®

N
2t

Hand 3
7
QJ92
10 7 6 5
K743

E
2´

´
™
t
®

S
?

Hand 4
Q 10 8 5
QJ3
876
J93

´
™
t
®

Hand 5
AJ93
65
10 7 4 2
765

´
™
t
®

Hand 6
–
765
K Q 10 4
J 10 6 4 3 2

ANSWERS
Hand 1) 3t – A modest hand, but good playing

Hand 4) Pass – This is a completely flat hand, soft

strength and a high honour in partner's suit. If
the next hand blasts to 4´ we won't be
disappointed to see partner sacrifice in 5t, since
we have no defensive tricks.

values and wasted defensive points in spades. If
2´ comes around to partner, they are welcome to
bid again but you mustn't give them any
encouragement.

Hand 2) 3t – Slightly more dubious now as our

Hand 5) 3t – Although you expect to have a 10-

spade holding is not worth a lot, but we still need
to compete the part-score. This hand will often be
a double fit, with the opponents holding the
majors and we the minors (since partner might
have doubled 1´ with 6t and 4™) so one raise is
hardly pushing the boat out too far.

card fit, a jump raise would be excessive on a
hand with no singleton and such good spades.
Passing is too feeble. If you struggle and defeat 2´
with careful play you will be disappointed to see
you have scored badly with an easy part-score
your way in diamonds.

Hand 3) 4t – It is likely that our side belongs in 5t
against their 4´ but no need to bid partner's hand
for him. If the next hand bids 4´ then partner will
be well placed to judge what to do, since our jump
raise describes our hand perfectly – good
distribution, four card support and little defence.
If 4t is passed out then it should have a chance to
make. If it is one down then I am sure the
opponents would have been making +140 in
spades.
www.ebu.co.uk

Hand 6) 5t – Yes, really. With our clean hand with
no defensive tricks we can be sure that the
opponents will be making game, and more
importantly so might we! There is every chance
partner has a singleton club and whatever the
outcome, playing in diamonds will be better for
our side than defending spades. Those that adopt
a ‘wait and see’ bid of 3t are missing the point.
Even if you bid 5t later on you have given your
opponents a chance to work out whether they
should be bidding on or not.
r
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Answers to crossword on page 61
1

V

I
10

M

11

T

2

I

3

C

E

9

S

19

P

A

R

D O V

E

I

T

O

N O
S

S

O M C
15

4

16

T
R
E

R
I
22

13

G
A
C

U
R

5

S

H O

T

A

U

R

U

E

O O

S

E

L

14

I

Y

N

E
E
21

V

E

H

8

R
12

S

7

Y

N G
20

6

O

E
17

C

S

D
18

A

E

T O N

P

R

A

I

S

I

N G

T

O

R

T

E

D G

E

I

D

E

R

E

L

23

R

E

E

S

24

S

OBITUARIES

A

BRIAN COPPING
1935 – 2020
Brian will be remembered as an ardent bridge
player, something he did for over 60 years. He
qualified to County Tournament Director level
and gained the rank of Premier National Master.
Brian encouraged others to play bridge and this
was best demonstrated by his enthusiasm and
determination to set up a ‘Bridge School’ with a
handful of residents in the South Cambridgeshire
village of Dry Drayton. From the outset, he
introduced a coffee/biscuit break to foster social
interaction between members. Brian has
undertaken the roles of Chairman, Treasurer,
Secretary, Scorer and Director before training
other club members to take on these
responsibilities.

HENRY COOKLIN
1933 – 2019
Henry was a member of the EBU and
Leicestershire CBA for around 50 years, and only
retired as the Treasurer of the LCBA in 2018 after
30 years in the post.
His main club was the Spencefield. In 1969-70,
his team won Division 4 of the League. In the
1974-75 season, Henry shared in celebrating his
team winning Division 3 and then Division 2 in
the 1975-76 and 1988-89 seasons. The team then
oscillated between Divisions 1 and 2 of the League
winning Division 2 on three other occasions. The
team’s most recent win was in the 2005-06 season.
It was sadly disbanded after the 2008-09 season.
Henry and his wife Beryl were also members of
the Leicester Bridge Centre, and after its closure,
the Blaby Club.
Henry also enjoyed success in many of the
events organised by the LCBA, and represented
Leicestershire in the Midlands Counties League.
Henry’s most notable contribution to the work
of the Leicestershire Contract Bridge Association
was most definitely his 30 year stint as Treasurer.
He was instrumental in ensuring that the
association operated within its means and kept a
healthy balance of funds. In 2009, very deservedly,
Henry was awarded Life Membership of the LCBA
in recognition of this service.

The 25th Anniversary of the Club was
celebrated by the now 50 active members in
November 2019; a testament to his promoting a
harmonious Club spirit in the best tradition of
playing bridge for enjoyment.
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